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The Pacifican conducts an exclusive in-depth interview
on a wide-variety of issues with Dr. Hand
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Serving the UOP community since 1908

Constituent school records
sought by angry Supervisors
By Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

Ihe panel discussion at UOP s conservatory just prior to announcement of a bomb threat by
mediator Frank Floyd. Pictured (L to R); Tom Metzger, Floyd, Beth Meador and Warren Parker.
T.K. Rohan photo

tone call thwarts Metzaer

omb threat accomplishes
hat others could not

By Matthew Keastner
Staff Writer
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Financial data due to ASUOP Dec 1
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"There is a bomb in the Conserlory, and after 8:30 there will be no
ore Metzger."
This phony bomb threat ended—
fa 20 minutes—the controversial
impus appearance of the White
tople's Party leader Tom Metzger in
Wei discussion last Thursday.
The former member of the Ku
fa Klan, who won notoriety for
®g the Democratic nominee in a
jn Diego congressional race, was inW to speak several weeks ago by
'e Residential Activities and
"grams Committee.
The committee, consisting of
1 residents Bruce Spalding, Sue
"as, and Dave Dill wood; resident
s'stants Suzy Sutherland
and
'tart Brunson; and chaired by
fath/West
Director
Larry
"hnagel, decided to invite Metzger
taause "he represented a strong
i," according to Nothnagel.
lThe decision to invite Metzger to
upwas
OP
was defended
defended by
by Vice-President
Vice-President

of Student Life Judy Chambers and
ultimately Acting President Clifford
Hand, despite protest by the com
munity and student leaders.
Hand stated that "he [Metzger]
was nobody I wanted to hear, but it
was planned by a legitimate campus
group. We have an open campus
policy."
Community protest to Metzger's
appearance started soon after the
committee's announcement to invite
Metzger. Two black Stockton city
councilmen, Ralph Lee White and
Jesse L. Nabors, tried and failed, af
ter a 7-2 vote, to get the council to
propose that Dr. Hand cancel the
debate.
Mark Stebbins, communications
chairman for the local NAACP chap
ter argued against Metzger's
proposed appearance, stating that
"the invitation to Mr. Metzger is...an
invitation to intimidate and threaten
citizens of Stockton."
Student protest included presen
ting a 450-signature petition to block
Metzger's
to Dr. Hand
Meizger s appearance
apyca-a..^ during a private meeting he
ne nau
had INUV.
Nov

10 with black campus leaders,,
eluding Ed Henry, Rod Currington,
and Bridgette Morris.
Henry also planned a walk-out
protest during the question and an
swer period of the debate, but this
plan, like the debate, was cancelled
by the bomb threat.
However,
Metzger,
Beth
Meador, and ACLU representative
from Sacramento, and Warren
Parker, director of East Stockton's
Center for Positive Preventional
Alternatives, were able to speak on
the first question: "Have busing and
desegregation programs been effec
tive?" and part of the second:
"What has been the effect of recent
cuts in social programs?" Metzger's
co-panelist failed to appear.
Addressing the first question,
Metzger said, "Busing is being rejec
ted by both white and black people.
In at least Southern California, it has
caused more and more violence, more
and more tearing away of the fabric
of the family...and gasoline is

(See METZGER page 10)
-

The Board of Supervisors, by a
slim one-vote margin, resurrected a
ten-year-old resolution Tuesday night
that would empower ASUOP
President Joe Hartley to freeze fund
ing to constituent schools, unless ex
tensive financial data is presented to
the supervisors by Dec. 1.
The resolution, which was spon
sored by Supervisor Bill Kochenderfer in cooperation with ASUOP
President Joe Hartley, generated ran
corous debate by the supervisors over
the tight timetable that the con
stituent schools must adhere to under
the resolution.
According to Robert Fuentes,
Executive Director of COPUS
(Coalition of Independent College
and University Students), the
resolution only allows the constituent
schools three working days to for
mulate budgets and spending
justifications.
"Under the resolution, ASUOP
is required to inform the schools of
the change by Friday [today], which
gives the schools only Monday the

23rd, Tuesday the 24th, and Monday
the 30th to comply with the
resolution," Fuentes said.
Fuentes noted that ASUOP did
not consult with the representative
schools before the resolution was in
troduced, and that the tight timetable
will result in "hardship" for the
schools.
"Most of the constituent
schools, like SBPA, the School of
Education, and the School of
Engineering, don't have the
secretaries to compile this infor
mation," Fuentes said.
Fuentes noted that the super
visors may have been "coerced" into
voting for the resolution, since during
the' meeting, President Hartley
suggested that even if the resolution
was not passed, he would use
"discretionary powers" to enforce
the original 1971" mandate. The
Supervisors deadlocked 14-14 on the
vote, which was broken by ASUOP
Vice-President Pam Stanley.
Under the 1971 mandate, the
Board of Regents agreed to make
constituent school funding revolve on
five criteria. These criteria include:
1) A current constitution duly

By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

and
Steve Johnson
Managing Editor
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"lay be the closest place to
at UOP, that office on the
But
lt(|J fl°or of Burns Tower.
J1 a" inferno of controversial
l(j..Us 'ssues has lapped up, around,
l[j 'n8ed the sides of the president's
at 'he top of Bums Tower.
°r Academic Vice President
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Acting President Clifford
L." |)e 232 days in office as a sub-
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have been dif-

ttQ °re often than not, Hand has
|Main. e front of the firing line,
11 '"8 his Dositions on the
. positions

j '°n of the popular Winter
' and justifying a new alcohol
ihe possible elimination of
Loyeu College. It is a strange
MW;; 'ndeed, for
ior this
uns ex-English
ca-i—©--\ u,rorn small Cornell College in
>CJ° arrived at UOP in 1957 as
Ha-'a-te Professor.
agreed to do a series of
:ryiews with The Pacifican in

tL

his office at Burns Tower, to discuss
his positions about the controversial
and not-so-controversial issues that
pervade his life. Hand was at the tail,
end of a nasty cold, and the effects
WCrC
ill nw
iiuaiaw voice.
»wivv. Set
uvt
were evident
evident in
his hoarse
tjing
inng back
uewn. into President McCaffrey's
...
.:.ti.r
thickly-padded executive chair, he
gamely fielded the following
questions

freydoes. I do enough to keep us alive.'
Is the Board of Regents just a rubber
stamp for presidential policies?

The
accreditation icam
team iiivi
met
I Iiw
a^ivunauuu
privately with a group of Regents and
were very impressed with them.
They (the Regents) understand their
responsibility in the decision-making

Students wallowed in the mud on the practice field last weekend
after a series of downpours dumped over an inch of rain on the
Stockton area.
T.K. ROSM PHOTO

such a conflict. The Board felt that
McCaffrey should implement the plan.
McCaffrey didn't recommend it but he
implemented the plan anyway-proof
that there is no "rubber stamp"
policy at work."
Since you've been president, what has
been the biggest problem you have
faced?

The reason why student input is not always as influential
as you want is that student input comes too late.
How would you compare yourself
McCaffrey?
"Well, in a way I think I perform
the job by augmenting my basic role
as Academic V.P. Stan is President
of course. I understand the total ;job,
but he performs the total job.
Whereas I take all responsibilities
that the Board asks me to take and I
carry it out conscientiously, I see it as
a temporary appointment. I am most
thoroughly familiar with the
academic planning. I try to be as
helpful as possible in fund-raising,
but it is obvious that I can't take as
much responsibility as Pres. McCaf-

process. They do not intrude in
decision-making improperly. The ac
creditation team felt that they seemed
to do their job in an informed and
responsible way.
They are always supplied with an
immense amount of information on
each issue, so they aren't just rubber
stamping it:"
When was the last time the President
of the university and the Board of
Regents disagreed on an issue, and
what was the result?
The special admissions case a
couple of years ago brought about

ratified by the members of that par
ticular school.
2) Evidence of a complete running
ledger showing all the dispersals of
the previous year.
3) An expenditure summary for the
previous year showing amounts
budgeted and amounts spent for all
subcategories of its budget.
4) A categorized budget request for
the upcoming year clearly showing
where all money is intended for each
proposed budget expense.
5) A written evaluation of its yearly
program, including difficulties as well
as successes.
The supervisors' resolution only
requires compliance by the schools of
the first four requirements.
The 1971 mandate did not
provide specific dates for enforce
ment, and it has not been
vigorously enforced by ASUOP in the
past.
ASUOP Vice-President Pam
Stanley noted that the supervisors'
resolution will provide specific dates
for enforcement of the 1971 mandate,
something "that has been lacking in
the past."
But according to COPA (College
of the Pacific Association) President
Beth Norman, "To have our budgets
scrutinized by ASUOP is an in
fringement of our rights to autonomy
as constituent schools."
Norman also accused ASUOP
President Joe Hartley of "trying to
pull a coup" and of "betraying" the
constituent schools through the
legislation.
"Joe Hartley is stretching his
power of the presidency," Norman
charged. "He pretends to be acting
for the students on legislation like
this, and he's not."
Norman also blasted the tight
timetable that accompanies the
resolution, and noted the "im
possibility" at meeting the Dec. 1

(See SUPERVISORS page 10)

land outlines his observances of Pacific
after over 200 days in president's office
lb*
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All-time great Rod Laver at
Spanos Center tonight

(See below)
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''The one that caused me the most
anxiety was the student disappoint
ment or resentment of the change in
the calendar. It certainly was a major
worry. Obviously, I don't like to
make changes that are disliked or
resented by a significant group of
people, even if the change is in the
best interest of the university in the
long run.
The failure of the faculty to
come to any conclusion or to make a
recommendation is a disappointment
to me, but that's really almost
something that is built into the
system. It made it harder to come to

some reasonable conclusion.
To have to disregard the views of
so many students is not an easy thing
to do.
Had the students earlier voiced their
opinions on the deletion of Winter
Term, would the steps taken have
been altered?

"In talking to Ron Pool, (exASUOP president), I was not aware
of the intense feeling that the students
later voiced. Perhaps if they had been
able to demonstrate such intense
feelings about it in the first place, it
may have affected the Board of
Regents or me. The "new view"
came too late.
Advice to students: "The more
lead time taken by students, the bet
ter. The reason why student input is
not always as influential as you want
is that student input comes too late.
The students ought to look ahead for
the issues; they shouldn't wait until the
last minute. It's early in the process
that you have to be operative.''
Grade yourself, A-F with + or-, on
the following qualities:
a) How would you grade yourself
as a leader?

(See HAND page 10)

IFC votes
against frat
obscenities
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

and
Kelly Mayer
Staff Writer

The Interfraternity Council
unanimously passed a proposal
Tuesday night to allow the continued
use of house songs containing
derogatory language. However, the
yelling of obscene, vicious or abusive
statements towards other fraternities
was made illegal, in accordance to
IFC and university policy.
This week's meeting of the
governing board of UOP's frater
nities also featured an appearance by
Dean William Barr, who discussed
the university's new alcohol policy.
The IFC vote doing away with
vulgar and derogatory yelling was
quite a monumental decision, though
it remains to be seen just how
thoroughly and consistently the new
policy will be enforced.
The council took this action for
basically two reasons:
1) often isolated obscene or offen
sive verbal attacks lead to violence
between fraternitites;
2) and, both the IFC and UOP's Of
fice of Student Life have received
complaints from residents of the
campus and the community.
President of IFC and a member
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Jim Clifford,
admitted that "it's immature to stand
out [in front of a fraternity house]
and yell," but added that he thinks
it's "fun."
However, Clifford noted that
some fraternity members cannot

(See IFC page 1 0)

EDITORIAL
Protesters aained zero by interruptionof
Pacifican

November 20, 1981

.
,,
.
Last week's sudden interruption of the
Tom Metzger panel discussion was obviously
a sad commentary on our society.
However, to add insult to injury,
following the announcement of the bomb
threat, a surge of applause came from the
crowd.
That action was truly very sad and in
sulting to Pacific and its student populous.
The debate takes place at an institution where
education and cultural growth are key
reasons for student attendance, and the
audience applauds when a deranged person
threatens to blow them all to pieces if they do
not evacuate.
That's not incredible, that's ignorant.
Those who applauded for the premature
end of the debate were either:
1) irresponsible and not totally concerned
about becoming educated;
2) intoxicated or under the influence of some
other narcotic; or
3) threatened by Metzger's views.
For any reason, any individual who was
guilty of such an outburst should be fully
embarrased by the action.

Protesters prompt
Protesters
prompt excess
excess publicity
publicity
The week prior to the debate, a substan
tial amount of irrational acts occurred which
resulted in the subsequent over-publicity of
the event.
Protests launched by the UOP-based
group "Students Against Racism," as well as
members of the Stockton City Council were
not well thought-out. Their vain attempts to
cancel the discussion between human rights
advocates and self-avowed racist Metzger
obviously produced more publicity for tl^e
event than any PR man could have conjured
up.
.
Members of Students Against Racism
would not talk to the media or thoroughly
explain their reasons for picketing the front
lawn of the university or circulating petitions
calling for a cancellation of the debate. This
self-imposed silence brought about a two
fold problem for the protesting group.
Firstly, by failing to explain their stance,
the Students Against Racism exhibited no
reason for being granted credibility. Few
outsiders appear to be aware of whether or
not
their icasuns
reasons for protestation were viable.
nor tneir

Secondly, the Students Against Racism
Racism
claimed to be giving the press a cold shoulder
because they, themselves, did not wish to
grant the enemy any more publicity than he
deserved.
However, it is my feeling that more at
tention was drawn toward the debate after
the protesters set out on their conquest, than
before the issue was felt to be so controversial.
The event was poorly publicized and
would have possibly passed by nearly un
noticed had it not been for news articles in
The Pacifican and the protesters "quiet"
uproar.
Then there is the Stockton City Council,
in particular, Jesse Nabors and Ralph White.
It is my opinion that these two gentlemen
would have aided their cause more by simply
calling Acting President Dr. Clifford Hand
personally and applying individual pressure.
The City Council could not have
possibly suppressed or restricted Metzger's
rights by trying to keep him out of Stockton.
Hence, all that the two black councilmen
gained in their attempt to block their adver
sary's
appearance was excess^ publicity: a
™ J
II

maioi story on the front page 0f n
* °Record
Stockton
and local TV coverage. TJ
Reco
councilmen thus provoked free advers^
for Metzger's appearance.
The question that I propose ls-whov
say whether or not the man^who phoned j!
the bomb threat was onejrf thejndivi^
who learned about the debate through
of this undue and over-extended publicity1)
Does this mean that anytime someone
slated to make an appearance at UOP^
said individual will be aborted in their attr
to exercise their constitutional rights?
RHA made a valiant attempt to jw
a hole in the bubble which stirrou^
Pacific. However it appears that a Srna
percentage of the school s inhabitants simpi
are not prepared to face some of the ugf
and sickness that exists in the real world.
It is sad indeed that people with %
similar to those of Metzger exist. However,,
is equally depressing to think that all of Us
who are wise enough to realize the unfair^
of such views, cannot battle them through
oliC3t'°n'
rational and reasonable avenues.
-Kern Bartr| p
t
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a nat
nn the
the
fluence has decreased over the past
Soviets are expecting
pat on
decade."
head for good behavior, like the boy
Had enough? I mean, this is
who burned his parents' house down
Swomley's
entire treatment of the
and promised "never again."
Soviet problem: that, like the King's
There is a sorrowfully long list of
Clothes, it's not really there at all.
those who accept the Soviets' facade,
I rest a good deal easier knowing
among which John Swomley belongs
near the top. Swomley buffeted the that Mr. Swomley constructs
walls of the Gold Room Tuesday with theology lectures at St. Paul's, and
a sea of excuses for the Soviets' not U.S. foreign policy. For unless
Mr. Swomley has kept his distance
military aggression. To wit:
from newspapers for the past two
"The American people have now
years,
he would surely know that:
been 'convinced' by the U.S. govern
•The Marxist government in
ment that evil is incarnate in the
Soviet Union." Swomley blamed this Afghanistan is propped up by
100,000 Soviet troops and much
incorrect 'perception' by the U.S.
public on a "a carefully orchestrated heavy equipment;
•The murderous Vietnamese
effort by the CIA after the Vietnam
War to distort the extent of Soviet Communist Party (VCP) receives $3
million dollars a day in aid from the
military
preparedness."
And"'Soviet military and political in Soviets;

• ^ into

•Moscow supplied
*Moscow
supplied military
military
equipment to rebels in Angola,
Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau;
•The Kremlin furnished $2
billion in military equipment to
Ethiopia last year;
•South Yemen allows the Soviets
to maintain naval and air facilities at
the base of Aden and the Island of
Socotra.
The list is long, very nearly ad infinitem. And it will not disappear;
even Mr. Swomley feels that putting
his head in the sand is not the
solution. The bloodthirsty leech is
still in Moscow, only now it's very
much older, and very much wiser.

Letters to the Editor

iii t

With a few exceptions, ASUOP
this year seems to be one of the bestrun and most representative student
organization in recent memory. As a
former director of that organization,
though, 1 have observed to be what I
feel are some needed areas of im
provement.

1. ASUOP self-study. ASUOP
is currently studying the finances of
all organizations that it funds, in
cluding clubs, constituent schools,
etc. There is a chance that ASUOP
could end up absorbing the con
stituent school organizations and the
Pacific Programs Council. I would
also like to add another group for
that study: ASUOP - the internal

the major B.O.S. Committees are
portion! This could be done by
being chaired by either the ASUOP
COPUS or another outside organiza
president
or vice-president. This is
tion. Some in ASUOP feel that there
ridiculous because in every other
is some waste and uselessness in the
legislative body around they have
constituent school. There is the same
committees that are chaired by the
in ASUOP. So before anything else
legislators (supervisors) themselves!
gets eliminated or changed, a study
' Secondly, the ASUOP president isn't
on ASUOP is in order.
even a member of the board! Why
2. Board of Supervisors Com
should he even chair a committee?
mittees. I have been informed that

J

for Tom Metzger to publicize his
views?" This concern was unfoun
ded, as was evident even in the brief
duration of the program. Both sides
were well represented, and there was
an equal opportunity for viewpoints
to be expressed.
The RAP committee has been
accused of irresponsibly handling the
publicity for the event, and making a
major media attraction. In reality,
careful consideration was given to the
minimal amounts of publicity for
which we were responsible.
Publicity within the Stockton
community was limited to a few
public service announcements. Cam
pus publicity consisted of a few
posters put up before the event; and
letters were sent to faculty and staff.
The greatest amount of publicity
was generated from outside sources.
Radio, television, and newspaper
coverage were all results of the in
creased awareness created by op
position to the program.

It is believed the bomb threat
came from outside the university.
For those of you who attended the
program, we would like to commend
your responsible conduct.
Even
though some individuals may feel

Having lived all of my life in
Georgia, and having experienced the
evils of racism, I was appalled to
learn that Tom Metzger was
scheduled to appear at UOP. The
newly formed "Students Against
Racism" proved that many people
felt the same as I. But it seems that
that group and I did not consider
much more than emotions. I applaud
the decision of the administration not
to cancel the Tom Metzger Civil
Liberties Union Debate for several

"3
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A
there is a "winner," by the
can
cellation of the program, we feel the
UOP community lost a valuable
educational experience.
Does this not set a dangerous
precedent for the future by allowing a

reasons:
.
1. If Tom Metzger is denied the
right to free speech, then all the good
people would have to be denied their
free speech, if enough people op
posed their views.
2. We should address racism
head on and not keep it in the closet.
3. The twenty minute debate was
most educational. The Civil Liberties
Union's responses gave me ideas of
how to respond when silly coments
like Metzger's are made.
It seems to be the fad of the 80's

cfew :irresponsible
„:ui people
i„ to block the
educational opportunities for all?
The Residential Activities and
Programs Committee:
Sue Gates
Larry Nothnagel
Bruce Spalding
David Dillwood Robert Brunson

not to address controversial issues. I
hope we have other controversial
topics presented, especially when
racism, sexism, and materialism are
major problems in this country. We
could learn so much by openly facing
our problems.
There is only one catch: get rid
of bomb-threaters who abolish our
first amendment protection of free
speech, as they keep in our minds the
possibility of a real bomb in future
gatherings of this nature.
Michael Hamm
Conservatory of Music, junior

(

Miriam Acoi

Eric Swea

Reader deplores Metzger bomb threat
Editor,

" in'

*he

How
aboi
registrai
issuin

As these are my persi
opinions, and since no names
mentioned, I trust that the poi
that be take these suggestions it
spirit they were given - and no
der me for libel, as it has
rumored.

Alcohol Policy.
In my
3
opinion the students on the Student
Life Committee (that are nominated
by ASUOP) misrepresented the
general UOP student body in the
alcohol policy decision. How could
any student over 21 take full respon
sibility and liability for the behavior
of up to 900 individuals at a fraternity
open party? It is truly insane.

No "winner" from bomb threat, RAP Committee claims
Editor:
A great educational opportunity
was lost on Thursday night, Nov. 12,
due to the bias of one person. The
scheduled panel discussion on racism
was halted by an anonymous bomb
threat.
In the days prior to the
discussion, the members of the
Residential Activities and Programs
Commitee were questioned, and in
some cases verbally attacked, for at
tempting to present a program which
seemed a valid, although controver
sial subject.
We feel no need to defend our
right to present some of those con
cerns.
One of the major concerns
voiced was, "Is this program a real
interest to UOP students?" Out of
the 650 people who attended, 600
were UOP students. We feel these
numbers speak for themselves.
A second concern seemed to be,
"Will this simply be an open forum

th

in

--Steve Johnson

ExTSocial Director blasts ASUOP President, Student Life committee
Dear Editor:

.

Th
j down.

Soviet aggression alive and well

,
In the forties, when the
grotequesness of Stalin became as
evident and painful as a kick to the
stomach, it was all very clear that this
ideology of destruction was better
centered in Moscow than, say,
Afghanistan or Angola.
Now, the perverseness of
housekeeping in the Kremlin is almost
an institutionalized, homey thing.
Hanging scores of dissidents by their
thumbs in the Gulags doesn't raise
the eyebrows like it used to. We all
know that, for Moscow, "It's
business as usual."
In fact, it might become easier to
find a justification now to side with
the enemy. The Kremlin has done a
nice job of cleaning up the corpses
and putting on a happy face. On the
surface, it may even appear that the
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Editor:
Our condolences to the
members of whomever is resjXf|
for the choice of organ music
UOP volleyball games.
May we make the
suggestions:
Tempo,
Volume, perhaps? BallparK
perhaps? Get the idea?
,,,
Hart| .
ey
Anyway, we love Tiger,
Bascf,n.,r-: sB P A :
and wish the girls good luc
t'h Pet
NCAA's!
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Leeches wait for alcohol policy

H II

Dear Editor,
I foresee a dark future for the
younger students of this university. It
seems that a group of fascists have
infiltrated the administration and are
plotting to implement an alcohol
policy that will greatly alter the social
and moral fibers of these young in
dividuals.
This policy will make
drinking at social events impossible
for the younger students as well as
limiting the better social events to
near zero. With the aid of another
degenerate group, the ABC, all the
favorite liquor stores will no longer
sell without an I.D. The effects of
this evil plot wil be devastating to the
student body.
First of all, drug abuse will begin
rising as an alternate route to "happyland," for they will be easier to

come by with all the new fascist drug
dealers planted among the students.
Students will hide in their rooms and
use drugs, only coming out for nature
and to buy more drugs. This will
result in the students becoming with
drawn, anti-social, and paranoid.
Their only knowledge of the world
will be from the fascist dealers and
the propaganda letters distributed
under doors. The only saviours will be
fellow capitalist leeches who will
descend upon the school to sell
alcohol at exorbitant prices to lucky
individuals. However, these leeches
will be stamped out quickly by the
administration.
The final stages of this villainous
plot are quite obvious. Students will
begin dropping out like flies after
being forced into a lifestyle of drugs

and no schoolwork. In a few years
when this cycle is completed our great
university, along with other univer
sities throughout the nation, will be
destroyed, and we will be left with a
nation composed of unschooled
morons. The various fascist groups
will then band together and will
eventually take control of our
beloved United States.
However, it is not too late for us
yet. There is still time. We must
band together and oust these fascist
swine before they destroy everything
that stands for good in the eyes of our
moral students.
Down with the
alcohol policy.
Budweiser,Uncle Sam and Gor
don's Gin Forever!!!

OUR POLICY
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By Scott Park
scarf Writer
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The Rhodes Scholarship is a
once in a lifetime opportunity: a
chance to study at Oxford University
for two years in any field of interest
the recipient chooses.
It is also a prestigious scholar
ship, and thus is an honor to even be
considered for this educational grant.
With this in mind, one particular
UOP student is giving it her all to
f receive this award.
Ann Connally, a member of the
women's volleyball team and a
C.O.P. math major, is among the
select few being considered for elec
tion to this scholarship.
"The reviewing boards are
looking not just for a scholar athlete;
they want a well-rounded person,"
she says. "They want someone who
is involved in community activities
and cares for people.
"You have to be involved in
sports. But it varies," she adds. "I
read about one person who was just
involved in intramurals."
If the candidate receives the
scholarship, the graduate study then
available is very impressive. Accor
ding to Connally, the scholarship
provides two years of study at Oxford
in any field the student chooses.
"It's whatever you decide to
do," she says. "My major is math,
and I also have an interest in
psychology, so I'd like to continue
studying in those areas."
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It's a long process.
Hight now I have
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in t h e ap
s ent
plication. Then they
cut it down. And I
out if I made it
nto the interview
stage
in
early
December."
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Ann Connally relaxes in front of
the UOP library after a grueling
four-hour volleyball practice
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It seems Connally definitely fits
the scholar athlete requirement. She
not only maintains a 3.98 G.P.A. in
mathematics, but she handles close to
four hours of volleyball practice
daily, not including bi-weekly games
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Our office is dedicated to quality professional
care and service for all our patients.

Hartley; Jr.; SBPA:
Bascially, the people who don't like the
system are the people with high numbers,
think it's better; you don't have that mass
fir "tob waiting in line, and the chaos that s
Created that day. Of course, a lot of people
>1
'ike the fact that those people who choose to
Set up early can have
nave that
mai. choice, u
,nC*'ZtfPA
basically,
the
complainers
are those with tne
uur- sir uasically,
n ">gh numbers
idea •. -v#1!
i love m?luck'
U^

Joe

Gregg

Goldman; Jr.; SBPA:
Ii tnink
think the new system «
is ----better,be«^
. s
E, e-°Ple
f i c don't
u u n i have
n a v e to
i u camp out
- - in the
, rain
doesn't really matter.^busmess
indents, we all pre-register.
are trying to do that.
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Pacifican Office
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Doctor of Optometry

WANTED

Caroline Van Warmerdam; Soph.; C.O.P.:
I think the number system is really bad
because I feel that for the ones that wait in
line long enough, and m the -am shouU
deserve the classes they need. I m number
874 and there are some definite classes I need
that I know I won't get.

Carol

STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.

THIS WEEK ONLY

tip®
S&v'l

ASTIGMATISM?

Only an eye care professional can determine if
you have astigmatism and whether astigmatic soft
contact lenses are for you.

Maria Tassoni; Sr.; Conservatory of Music:
I don't think that the number system is
the best. A person who really wants or needs
a class, because he is a senior and has
required classes, will miss out because he's
stuck with a certain number and can't do
anything about it. It's not advantageous to
them, and not completely fair.

rfS tO
. tolenceS . rest^.i

For the purpose of recruiting
future candidates, McCullen stresses
the importance of identifying , stu
dents early during their freshman
years, and letting them explore the
scholarship possibility.
Unfor
tunately, no such identification
system is standard at UOP.
"We have to try to shake the
candidates out of the bushes," he
says. "So the problem is identifying
them. We have no way at this time to
identify candidates."
Dr.
Kenneth
Beauchamp,
professor of psychology and the
current coordinator for Rhodes
Scholarship candidates, stressed the
importance of the student and faculty
advisors in the identification
process.
"Faculty and student advisors
need to be aware of exceptional
students," he says, "those that are
coming in with exceptional high
school backgrounds, grades par
ticularly, and those that have the
combination of grades and a clear
identifiable athletic interest."
Once this identification process
is implemented, more candidates with
Connally's determination will sur
face, as will the excellent oppor
tunities available through scholarships.

What is astigmatism? It is not a disease. It
is a slightly irregularly shaped eye which may
cause blurred vision and headaches.

I think it's better to have numbers than
standing in line, because people always end
UP taking cuts, and it wouldn't turn out very
fair. People wait all night long, just like at
concerts just to get a good number.

•hythv

"The faculty has been really
great. They've helped me a lot, and
given me lots of support, especially
Dr. McCullen and Dr. Beauchamp,"
shejemarked.
As an advocate of the program,
Dr. Maurice McCullen of the English
department enthusiastically points
out the possibilities open to a student
who worked toward a Rhodes
Scholarship.

"What if you could go to Ox
ford," McCullen urges, "and quietly
study with your tutor, and read for a
year without the kind of pressure
you are under here with grades. It
would be the difference in a career
and the difference in a life. It is a
superb scholarship!"
McCullen points out Connally's
qualities, referring to her excellent
math background and volleyball in
volvement. To McCullen she is a
"solid achiever."

Have you been told that you cannot wear soft
contact lenses because you have astigmatism?
There is currently available a lens which
most people with astigmatism can wear successfully.

Penny Nielson; Fr.; C.O.P.:

ain't g ot

and scheduled tournaments.
Connally first found out about
the scholarship when she entered
Pacific four years ago.
"I knew about it during my
freshman year," she recalls, "when
my volleyball coach told me I would
have a chance at it. I didn't do
anything about it, which I probably
should've, until the beginning of this
year when I got my application in."
Despite this delay, Connally
thinks she is qualified.
Involvement with people and
community activities, have also been
part of Ann's life for the past sum
mer, as she worked at volleyball camps
helping others and improving her
own game.
The process of selecting the win
ner is long and arduous, according to
Connally.
"It's a long process," she em
phasizes. "Right now I have sent in
the application. Then they cut it
down, and I could be in the interview
stage. And I find out if I made it into
the interview stage in early December.
Then I think it is more interviews af
ter that."
While she is patiently, or perhaps
impatiently, awaiting word about her
application, she is frank to express
her admiration to all those who have
helped her with the program.

University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

Miriam Acosta and Lisa Wilson

That 0"

out of the bushes.
to'scandite / /

ifthey don't deserve^it.

North Hall
3rd Floor
For further information call
946-2114

Ask for Kevin Bartram or

Students and faculty are cordially invited to use
their I.D. for 20 percent courtesy on materials.

1701W. March Lane
Suite A
Stockton

W \

HOURSBY
APPOINTMENT

951-2020

Introducing the Sidewinder.
Now the end of the road
is just the beginning.
Let the others stick to smooth roads.
When you're on top of the Schwinn
Sidewinder, even a mountain ridge
won't hold you back.
The Sidewinder was bom to
blaze trails and go where no
ordinary bike can. Over hill.
Over dale. Over some of
the roughest terrain.
It's got an electro-forged
frame for a backbone. fcSL
lOhiuh-torauine gears. And^B».2&

big knobby tires with plenty of bite.
You also get the service Schwinn
dealers are famous for: complete assem
bly, adjustment, a free 30-day tune-up,
and a No-Time-Limit Warranty* that's part
of Schwinn's 5-Point Protection Plan.
So now when the road stops, you
don't have to. Just start cranking
your Schwinn Sidewinder.
And don't look down.
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Police Beat

Rapid Deployment Force

U.S. continues mock warfare
By Alfons Chimbindi

Bomb threat tops otherwise quiet week in crime C'pf'
a*.
w>.
chances, especially with a con
troversial figure like To

By Laura Kuhn

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

A 4500-man operation com
prising air, ground and amphibious
elements of the Rapid Deployment
Force (RDF) continues mock warfare
8,000 miles from home in the deserts
of Egypt, the Sudan and Oman
through mid-December.
Bright Star II, as the operation is
called, is a tactical military operation
designed to show how, in case of a
military threat, a fairly small and
lightly-armed portion of the RDF can
react to defend U.S. allies and in
terests in the Middle East, Africa and
Southwest Asia.
Equipped with Chrysler M-60,
M-l tanks, FMC corporation ar
mored personnel carriers, Flughes
Aircraft, McDonnell Douglas anti
tank missies and Blee and Sikorsky
helicopters, the Bright Star II war
games also serve as a sales
promotion. Their target audience is
Middle Eastern governments likely to
be impressed by the U.S.'s
sophisticated desert warfare equip
ment and air support.
Back home, Bright Star II is
hoped to silence critics who contend
that RDF does not move fast enough
and therefore cannot do what it was
created to do. The Reagan ad
ministration, which has budgeted $2
billion for the RDF this year, has
plans to allocate $5 billion to the for
ce in 1983.
The current maneuver will cost

Pictured above is an anti-tank missile ready to strike. Similar
weapons are being tested in the ongoing war games in Egypt.
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A bomb threat that squelched
the planned debate between Tom
Metzger and the ACLU topped the
campus police calendar last week.
UOP Police Chief Norman
Askew and those planning the
event carefully arranged the
security for the debate well ahead
of time.
When a bomb threat was
relayed to UOP police by the
Stockton Police Department,
Askew made the decision to halt
the program and evacuate the
auditorium.
"I had a suspicion beforehand
that there was a 75 percent chance
of a bomb being called in," said
Askew, "but we couldn't take any

the U.S. $50 million.
The RDF, which was formed two
years ago after the Iranian
Revolution, operated last November
in Egypt in Bright Star I, and also in
the failed Iranian hostage rescue
mission.
During Bright Star I's existence,
it was reported that RDF troops had
problems with the abrasive Egyptian
sands which "ate away the tips and
edges of attack and transport helicop
ter blades, jammed rifles and
machine guns, and caused combat
boots to dry out and crack."

adequate amount of oxygen to be
transmitted directly through the lens'
Special to the Pacifican
to the eye.
Clinical studies have determined
The latest advance in contact
that these moderately high water con
lens technology is the extended wear
tents allow the greatest amount of
lens. This is a soft lens that can be
"oxygen transmissibility" to the eye
worn for up to two weeks at a time
without sacrificing durability. So
(even when sleeping) without
these lenses can often be worn on
removal.
either a daily or extended-wear basis
Previously, extended-wear lenses
(which is called intermittent exten
were only available to people who
ded-wear).
have had cataract surgery. But with
Before becoming available to the
the Federal Drug Administration's
general public, the FDA requires
(FDA) approval earlier this year of
strict laboratory and clinical tests be
two new soft lenses, extended-wear
performed. In over four years of
capabilities are now available to near
testing, thousands of patients across
sighted people too.
the country participated in wearing
Soft contact lenses worn on a
this type of lens.
Rigorous
daily basis require removal each night
examinations were performed during
in order to clean and disinfect the len
the course of lens wear to monitor the
ses. With proper care and handling,
vision and health of these patients'
extended-wear lenses can be safely
eyes. The final result showed the len
worn all day and all night. The
ses to be extremely safe when the
wearing schedule is more flexible than
proper care was maintained.
daily wear lenses so that people with
One of the keys to success with
long or active days can wear the len
this type of lens is keeping it
ses comfortably without having to
adequately clean. The fact that the
remove them at inconvenient times.
lenses remain in place on the eye for
For campers and travelers, the lenses
an extended period of time cause
are especially valuable because they
them to collect material (proteins and
don't require daily removal and
lipids) on the front surface of the
aren't subject to the added risk of loss
lens. The natural flushing action of
or damage.
the tears and eyelids removes some of
The breakthrough in lens design
this but the lenses should be removed
that has made the extended-wear lens
at least once every two weeks for a
possible is its high water content. All
soft contact lencps are able to absorb
thorough cleaning.
Some people
a percentage of their own weight in
need to remove them more often due
to the nature of their tears; other
water. This is what makes them
people voluntarily remove them more
"soft" and comfortable. Daily wear
often than every two weeks. If the
lenses are typically between 30 and
lenses are not kept adequately clean,
45 permit water.
However, the
Hvdrocurve II (made by Continuous an allergic response can actually oc
^111 ve Contact Lenses, Inc.) is 55 per
cent water and the Permalens (made
by Cooper Vision, Inc.) is 71 percent
water.
This design enables an

Dr. Stephen L. Pollack

However, according to army
Lieutenant General Robert C.
Kingston, the RDF commanding of
ficer, "Units designated for RDF are
more combat-ready today than at any
time since the Vietnam War."
The climax of Bright Star 1!
mock warfare will be marked by the
arrival of a squadron of B-52 bom
bers from Minot, N.D. According to
military authorities, the B-52's will
"drop live, non-nuclear bombs on
prepared targets in the desert and
return home without landing or
refueling."

cur to the collected material on the
lens.
Not everybody can be a suc
cessful extended contact lens wearer.
Success hinges upon 1) adequate prewear testing and screening of poten
tial wearers by an eye care prac
titioner; and 2) follow-up visits to
monitor the patient's eyes for any
potential problems or side effects.
Overall, this lens has been warm
ly accepted by the public, and has
made being nearsighted less of a han
dicap for many thousands of people.

f

Staff Writer

A visiting professor from Saint
Paul's School of Theology spoke on
campus recently about the United
States' practice of mobilizing the
American peoples' inbread fear of the
Soviet Union for the purpose of
justifying an increase in military
spending in this country.
Dr. John Swomley, speaking on
Sunday in the Gold Room to a small
but attentive audience, discussed how
the government has called upon
America's theological view of the
Soviet Union as evil to generate sup
port for a military, industrial com
plex.
According to Swomley, the
American public viewed a military
buildup adversely after the Vietnam
War.
Unfortunately, the Pentagon
already had plans for military equip
ment, such as the M-X missile and the
Trident submarine.
Thus a

propaganda drive began to justify the
implementation of these new
weapons, and the drive centered
around our fear of Russia.
"The problem was how to re
verse the Vietnam syndrome," Swomley
said. "So, every time that the ad
ministration, which ever one is in
power, wants to accomplish an
economic objective or political,
foreign policy objective, the Soviet
Union is a convenient scapegoat for
their program."

Swomley continued: "William
F. Buckley said 'that devil in human
nature that cheers on genocide and
looks lustfully at other countries'
wealth and murderously at other
peoples' freedom, is a devil whose
headquarters are in Moscow.' "
Thus the CIA's aid was enlisted,
according to Swomley, and they em
ployed what was called the dollar
analysis, a comparison of Russia's
military budget with that of the
United States.
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Receptionist, $3.40 per hour, three
weeknights from 5-9:15, Sat. from 27:15 p.m. and Sun. from 10:45-4:15.
Own transportation necessary.

OLD OUT '

Snow S

TICKETS Poll ASlfOP CARpnoiDE(i^5-a> "PPfDA/l
y)
pvr

Revenue agent, GS-4 level pay,
$11,490 per year. Parttime during
school, full-time during summer.
Must have 60 units completed and a
major in accounting preferred.

TICKETS- VOP ELEOKONICS STORE

Cashier, $3.50 per hour, weekend's
graveyard shift. Must be over 21 with
some cashier experience preferred.

benefits, evenings and weekends.
Will work in general store and must
have own transportation.
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Major Sierra ski resorts,
which always pray for enough
snow to open by Thanksgiving,
will begin operations this weekend,
thanks to a recent spate of snow
storms. Squaw Valley, which
received more than 10 inches of
new snow at higher elevations
yesterday, will open Friday on a
two-inch base with six to eight
chair lifts, plus the gondolas and
the tram. At the summit, Boreal
Ridge will be open on an average
20-inch base with four chairs run
ning, and Mammoth will operate
on a five-foot base with five chair
lifts and gondolas. Among those
announcing operations for the
weekend were Mount Rose and
Kirk wood. Most of the other areas
will remain closed until they get
more snow.

The Job Search is run in
cooperation with the Career Planning
and Placement Center on the UOP
campus. For more information on
any of the jobs listed below, plus a
host of other job opportunities
posted in the Placement Center, con
tact the Center at 946-2361.

Cashier/Clerk, $3.35 plus fringe

"They came to the
that the Soviet military budget
>udget wii »i aii
r
far ahead of the American bui
and they were spending more
producing more,'' Swomley said. • 4 5 * - p .
Swomley continued that th( ^m some°ne
Soviet government was havinj Juinkthat1 couI
p r o b l e m s m i l i t a r i l y , a n d w a s mj '.if over a i n 
growing to the extent that the ClAled ,:d and angr> '
and knock
the public to believe.
However, despite these .
•il&.fSl'S
cealed differences, a large militaij S and Ifelt tha:
budget increase was implemented i». ^ to humilia,e
der the Carter administration and L"
continued into Reagan's term, duett "[could not comm
1
this propaganda.
wa]s0 because 1
Swomley further suggested than I've gone is an occa*
direct cause of this military, in. (|0'raood after K
dustrial complex has been inflation, to implicit in ma
Swomley quoted: "Senator Hatfield,, ,5 the idea that
chairman of the Senate Apdenying hirr
propriations Committee, once said, I
a woman
am pursuaded that our defense Sljniiy - not on
budget is the single greatest cause ol wmjnd:
inflation in this country. We mis
realize that military spending is «| have never rapt
almost pure inflation.' "
However, 1 have
who will lead
pall of a suefde
>ws no respect fo
being. In a cas
ber, and I would n
men said

Ski resorts open
due to snow storms

Job Search

hours. Will deliver court papers.
Must be U.S. citizen over 21.
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U.S. uses fear to OK increased defense "JfiiV °; .
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By Scott Park
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Messenger, $3.35 per hour, flexible
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Extended-wear lens latest in contacts
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Askew was pleased with the
way the evacuation was carried
out. "The cooperation from the
audience and student communi y
was excellent," he said.
An estimated 700 people were
evacuated from the Conservatory
auditorium in two and a hall
minutes. According to Askew, this
is an outstandingly quick time to
evacuate the large number o
people present.
As for the crimes committed
around the campus last week, one
person was arrested last Tuesday
morning in the fraternity circle al
ter a public safety officer on foot
patrol spotted four non-students
letting the air out of car tires. The

Zg£r

officer chased the suSpect,
managing to apprehend and arr*„
res<
one of them.
There
were
two aut
burglaries last week in which ster!
equipment was taken from Car ff
parked on campus.
0)
On Monday, Nov. 9, jj,
worth of stereo equipment wa!
taken from a car parked in th.
Townhouse parking lot.
Another car parked in th
South/West parking area had $270
worth of stereo equipment stolen
:P
.Jo* th/to raf*
Two more prowlers were spot
ted last week in the fraternity and
sorority circle areas.
A man was seen in the parkine
lot behind Tri-Delta last Mondai
and another man was seen o„
met
Tuesday night around the north
side of Archania.

J>ELXi, £oY. OFFICE.
Fri Dec 4
4-7 p.m.
Trophies and shirts to be awarded
Entries limited to 16 per division
Info and Registration at
In tramural office

We*.tecoRps
-MODESTO

MOSIC

(modesto)

HUSiC. Box (I4>i)
1981 Beer Brewed by The Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee
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OPINION
l„ a sixth excerpt from Shere Hite's important
study of mate sexuality, some of the more than
Len interviewed offer their honest opinions on
> they view the desire to rape as sexual), paying
t(many men believe that they -pay for sex''
i^r M are with a prostitute or not) and porthy <™n h.™ "ttxed feelmgs though many turn
n
\ftorn hard
porn). — Editor.

Si!N
'SIS
XLS

Hnn^ r°f ,ll?eir 8enerahzed feeling of rejecout
W^at "everyone else" was eninvino C m?
<?{ or whnt other men were having:
I have never raped a woman. But I have been
mad enough at women's behavior toward me to want
at least think about it. There is provocation for the
act of rape in a man's life, and it isn't necessarily the
provocation of the rape victim. The provocation can
imnaJenera^t' frustration and feeling of personal
mpotence. The media proclaim that everyone is
ving sex. If yOU are not having sex, these media
»h.nm<TtS m5an everyone but you. As in propaganda,
often enough begins to be believed,
wv.
• - L1 1
wnen it is believed, a man may start to wonder about
nimselt
What's wrong with me? Why aren't I get
ting any?"'

By Shere Hite

Uiw^W • *3!

V"*

What does the physical rape of a woman mean to
, |S the desire to rape sexual? A form of hostility
.danger? Or a way to reassert an injured "masculine
>?
Is it only direct
HoW do men define rape?
dysical force, or can it also be a form of pressure on
jijen to have sex either physical or economic''
how many men were totally philosophically
miifflitted against the idea of raping, forcing, or
curing a woman in any way into having sex?
Most men said they had never raped a woman,
could want to under certain conditions, usually
„inected with feelings of anger over rejection, and
jjidea "What right does she have to refuse me?":
"1 was brought up to believe that sex was
nettling that women put up with, but didn't enjoy.
H ,pecould be a form of punishment directed-toward a
l. (ticular female or the gender. It might be a putn">«m
who
had treated me badly. But I
*a; ; r„n to someone
w
* T
it«n|v
,. . ,n'tthink that I could or would go through with it.
"If, over a long period of time, I became
tthc if "if.
istrated and angry at males in general, I might go
If I
: 'htst % mat night and knock heads with a stranger.
ci. •
tame totally angry and frustrated with females in
ittilnj
*1} to ptcmented®, jeral, and I felt that they had humiliated me, I might
*dmi nitration aj out to humiliate them by raping a strange
tncu 'item, dm man."
J'l could not commit rape, partly because of my
ars,but also because I think rapists are sick. Now as
" luggestedtluti
jas I've gone is an occasional fantasy, when in the
Jhu militujA who' mood after being disappointed by a woman."
i bttn inflaid
rd "Senior HaikH L Also implicit in many of the replies we have just
theV Iidea
denying
sex
is5
• KH is
U 111
UVU that
TNUI a
a. woman
nuiuau U
tll^lllg a
a man
UlClll S
CA 1
v tiehow denying him his manhood, and that by
ttt.ooct
$ | inng a woman a man is reasserting his
it
•' ;;:ai sculinity - not onlv with the woman, but in
r greatest caused icwnmind:
ountry. We is
tiry spending! "I have never raped a woman, and I do not intend

*** *S*

mm

Shere Hite1
But many men said they would not rape a woman,
because they wanted the woman to want to give her
self—rape would not satisfy their desire to be wanted
and accepted:
"I have never raped a woman. I have never wan
ted to rape a woman. I like sex and enjoy sex, and the
most enjoyment that I get out of sex is to see my part
ner enjoy herself to the point of ecstasy. Knowing
and feeling that I am causing this sensation for my sex
partner is thrilling and exciting, and it gives me a sense
of power because I know she wants me. I don't believe
these feelings would be possible for either partner in
case of rape. A person who would rape a woman must
be extremely emotionally unstable, a sick mind,
irresponsible, one who has no consideration for the
rights and feelings of another human being. I consider
such a person a scum and reprobate."
Quite a few men said they did not see how rape
was physically possible:
"I wouldn't even be able to get an erection with
somebody who is resisting."
"It would seem to_me that the high pitch of
emotion necessary to place another in fear of life or
maiming would act as an automatic de-exciter to
sexual desire."
Some men said they would never consider raping
someone, because it would hurt another human being:
"The sexual act can be so beautiful and so
delicate and tender, that it seems particularly cruel to

However, I have considered it. The type of
-toman who will lead you on to a certain extent and
•stop all of a sudden, and who does this consistentmliows no respect for her partner as a man or as a
•nan being. In a case like this, I might conceivably
pher, and 1 would not feel guilty about it either."
Some men said they wanted to rape women
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rape, pornography
j)ave. it contaminated with violence, pain, and
humiliation. I have to say that I find rape a par
ticularly unpleasant crime. I might as well punch her
in the mouth."
Many men expressed violent feelings against
rapists:
"I don't think it is right. I think all raped women
should be allowed to legally murder their rapist in any
manner they deem proper."
"Rape is one of the most cruel and diabolic
displays of male chauvinism that has ever thinly
separated man from animals. The fact that our
technologically oppressed societies have regressed to
the level of spawning such antihumanistic behavior is
disgusting to me. I used to find myself wishing rapists
could be rehabilitated because the man is obviously
psychopathic, but every time I hear that it happened
again, I want his bloody death before he touched
her!"
When asked, "How do you define rape?" Some
men pointed out that rape includes not only direct
physical force, but also seduction and pressure on a
woman to engage in sexual intercourse against her will:
"Rape is having sex with a woman who does not
want it. Any verbal, physical, or emotional trick that
puts a woman in the position of having intercourse
against her will is rape."
"Rape is the act of coercive sex upon another
human being. It doesn't necessarily have to be violent.
Most of the time it isn't violent, and many people
don't know they're participating in a rape when it's
happening. But any time" a human being has sex .
against her will, it's rape. Or—had sex because, if she
didn't sanctions of one sort or another, especially
economic, would be imposed upon her directly by the
man."

HOW
DO
MEN
FEEL
ABOUT
PROSTITUTION AND PAYING FOR
SEX?
This question brought out a surprising assump
tion about the relationship between men and women;
the most common reaction was "You always pay
anyway":
"Women talk glibly about love, as if it were only
within the woman's province. Hokum. I've reached
the conclusion after all these years, men marry for
love. Women marry for convenience—for a meal
ticket. Starry-eyed females are a tremendous act, a
rip-off. Women are devious and conniving. Men are
pricks, but at least they are honest."
"I have had sex with a prostitute. I have no
feeling about paying for sex. After all, marriage is
simply paying for sex by contract."
Many men gave similar answers to the question
"Did you ever feel a woman was having sex with you
because of something you could give her—your
prestige, position, or economic advantages?"
"I sure did, in fact in just about every relationship
I try to fathom what the woman thinks I am going to
do for her. At this point in my life I am well used to
being used."
"In my opinion a wife makes a so-called
professional prostitute look like an amateur!"
"I have had sex with people where we 'wanted'
something from each other besides sex—affection, in
tellectual stimulation, insight into feelings, ad
miration, attention. I think there's a prostitution
going on in these cases where you attempt to possess a
person by trading a commodity (money, dinner, social
favors) or accepting one. It's the old slave trade, and
the recurrent lesson is: it doesn't work. You can't
possess or be possessed. Sex gets political when it is
used as a bargaining tool, is not an expression of
spiritual caring freely given and shared."
•<tr
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SEX WITH A PROSTITUTE

worthless, or of negative value."
"I did not particularly enjoy it, though it
provided physical relief from sexual tension, because
there was not any lingering glow of satisfaction typical
of a really good session with mutual feelings of attraction(despite convincing performances by the
prostitutes)."
"It was the most degrading experience I have ever
had. Prostitution degrades everything it touches, it
turns a beautiful human act into a shameful display
of...nothing. There is no joy in it for the man or
woman."
But some men had had positive experiences with
prostitutes; some said they like sex with a prostitute
because they could not be rejected:
"I've had sex several times with prostitutes. I
have enjoyed most of my experiences. As far as I'm
concerned, I'd rather spend the money on occasion to
have sex with a hooker than be frustrated or try for
cing sex with somebody that I'm seeing who, for
whatever reason, doesn't want to go to bed with me."
Some men liked it because an emotional or com
mitted relationship is not mandatory:
"Most of my experiences in sex since twenty-one
have been with prostitutes or massage parlor attendents. It saves the emotional hassle of a relationship
that is not working out."
"I feel it is a fair deal, paying. Very often I don't
have the time to court a woman, etc, in order to get the
sex I need. It's beautiful to just call and have sex and
get back to business."

PORNOGRAPHY
More men than ever before are reading and seeing
pornography, and more than ever before are reading
and seeing it at an earlier age. Many men saw por
nography basically in a context of looking at it
together with other men. at work, in socializing
together (especially younger men), or in lounges, etc.,
as "entertainment":
"In the airport, between flights, sometimes some
of the rest of the crew and I buy the latest trash and
make jokes about the girls and their poses. It's one way
to pass the time."
And some men said that they looked at sexual
magazines or pornography only irregularly, preferring
their own fantasies:
"Mv eve is attracted to it when I chance upon it,
but I don't buy it or ask to borrow it. I prefer to fan
tasize about women I know."
"I have looked at the magazines and been to
topless bars, X-rated movies, and sex shops. None of
these things turned me on, so I rarely do it now. What
I can imagine is much better."
Most men. whether regular or infrequent users,
preferred what they considered to be "soft-core" por
nography:
"Pornography—sure is exciting sometimes—like
French pastry, it looks good at first, until you realize
that there is nothing there to fulfill you."
"I have read both soft-core and hard-core por
nographic books (not recently—while in college) and 1
much preferred the soft-core. At least they had a
plot. The hard-core books, like the stag movies, got
boring after a while."
"Thinking about pornography makes me angry.
There is too much emphasis on 'kinky' sex, on
sadomasochism and fetishes. Too much 'lust.' I am
sick and tired of a leering, sniggering attitude toward
sex of 'dirty' jokes—I've lived through far too much
of this already. This sort of thing is the flip side of
childhood (and adult) sexual repression and scarcity."
But many others said that even though they often
found pornography offensive, they still found them
selves becoming excited—and had very mixed feelings
about their attraction to pornography:
"What is my opinion of the pornography I've
seen? A mixture of anger, disgust, and fascination. I
really find a great deal of it offensive. I dislike seeing
people displayed as meat, or as whores, and that's how
much of the porno magazines seem to me. On the
other hand, I also feel a sort of unwilling turn-on to
much of it. That's doubly annoying: to feel this is done
nastily, and also that it does grao my attention."
"Porno makes people into objects. It can excite
me sometimes, but it is so impersonal it is a little
depressing, and it doesn't help me develop any com
munication with anyone, or any kind of relationship.
Why does it excite me anyway? I wonder."

Many men had tried sex with a prostitute at one
time or another, but had not found it fulfilling; most
said that having to pav made them feel they were per
sonally undesirable and less masculine~"losers."
"I was ashamed because I didn't have anyone
else—not because it was immoral."
"Recently I visited my friendly neighborhood
massage parlor and had a favorite girl, but to them it
was a job of work. I was, I guess, a john or a trick.
From the book THE HITE REPORT ON MALE
It's kind of dehumanizing and strictly low on my
SEXUALITY by Shere Hite. Copyright (c) 1981 by
priority, scale."
Shere Hite. Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
"The idea of paying for sex is offensive to me. It
Knopf, Inc. Distributed by Los Angles Times syn
is the purest form of the idea that a man's sexuality is
dicate.
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ON SALE IN THE
UC ELECTRONICS STORE

assists Social Director in producing the
shows from day to day.

STAGE MANAGER
knows technical side of the show,
is in charge of stage crew and physical
production the day of the show.

ASUOP OFFICE
DEADLINE - DEC.l 5pm
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Travel Log by Roxanne Cowell.

Not homesick yet?
Try a Castle sidetrip

'Pirates' filled with high energy

If you haven't the desire to go exclusively by train).
Your train destination is San
"home" for the holidays, yet you
would like to go some place, I've Luis Obispo, where you will em
bark and join your tour guide
got a suggestion.
How about
aboard a comfortable motorcoach.
spending the holidays at a castle?
This castle is 137 feet high, sits
The sightseeing tour begins in
on a coastal knoll overlooking the
San Luis Obispo with Mission San
sea, is surrounded by gardens and
Luis Obispo de Tolsa.
terraces, pools and grand guest
From there you are escorted
houses, and has 100 rooms.
north on Hwy 1 to the village of
Of the 100 rooms, there are 38
Cambria, where many aspiring ar
bedrooms, 31 bathrooms, 14 sit
tists reside.
ting rooms, two libraries, a movie
And then on to your accom
theatre, a billiard room, and
modations at the San Simeon
dining and assembly halls.
Lodge. Your evening is free to
Another 46 rooms are housed in
relax and enjoy at your leisure.
the three guest houses.
Day two begins with a drive
Do you recognize the descrip
up the "Enchanted Hill" where
tion of this mansion? It is Hearst
Hearst Castle perches. A two-hour
Castle at San Simeon, California.
guided tour then commences,
If you think you might enjoy
which displays the grounds, pools,
spending a day or two touring
guest
houses, and first-floor rooms
Hearst Castle, and if a ride along
of Hearst's astonishing dream
the coast in one of Amtrak's finest
estate.
trains excites you, then you should
After the tour you return to
consider taking advantage of a
the bus to enjoy a drive through
special package deal that Amtrak
historic San Simeon, once a
has to offer.
whaling port, and then on to a lunch
This package includes a night
stop at Morro Bay, where you
at the San Simeon Lodge; a visit to
may enjoy a meal at any of the
the village of Cambria, known for
many fine seafood resturants.
its art galleries and crafts shops;
And finally you are returned
and a stop for lunch at Morro Bay,
to the "Coast Starlight," for either
where you will have plenty of time
your continued trip to Los Angeles
to enjoy a good seafood dinner at
or your return trip to San Fran
any of the many resturants which
cisco.
specialize in seafood.
The following is the cost, in
cluding railfare: single room $110;
Your journey begins when
double room $98; triple room $94;
you board the "Coast Starlight" in
quad room $90.
Dates of
San Francisco. This train features
operation are Thursday through
dining, lounge, and dome cars
Sunday, and a minimum of three
which increase your "viewing"
days are required for reservations.
pleasure as you glide by the 113
So who wants to go home for the
miles of California scenic coastline
holidays?
(many of these miles are viewed

Vocal recital set
The Collegium Musicum, an 11member singing group from the
University of the Pacific Conser
vatory of Music, will present its fall
recital on Monday, Nov. 23.
The 7 p.m. program in Morris
Chapel will be open to the public with
admission a $2 donation to the Con

Final shows this weekend

servatory scholarship fund.
Dr. George Nemeth of the Con
servatory faculty will direct the music
students in a variety of works, from
the 16th Century. Included will be
pieces by Orlando di Lasso, John
Dowland, Gregory Hewett, William
Byrd and Thomas Morley.

By Lisa Baird
on special assignment

The
vitality
and
lightheartedness of Gilbert and Sullivan is
revived in the drama department and
Conservatory of Music's rendition of

The Pirates of Penzance.

The combined efforts of Direc
tor William J. Wolak, Musical Direc
tor George Buckbee, and Technical
Director and Scenic Designer Darrell
C. Persels work well to recreate the
19th-century atmosphere of swash
buckling pirates and damsels in
distress.
The operetta opens on a seashore
on the coast of Cornwall, England.
Fredrick (played by Gerald McMillian), a 21-year-old pirate appren
tice, has learned from his nurse
(Diane Younger) that he was not to be
a pirate's apprentice but a pilot's ap
prentice. She had heard the word
wrong years ago, and had just figured
out her mistake. Fredrick, loathing
his trade, has decided to devote him
self to the extermination of pirates.
The others refuse to join him in
this lawful endeavor, but gladly
relinquish all hold on the nurse,
Ruth, who at 47 wishes to become
Fredrick's wife. Believing her to be
as beautiful as she says, Fredrick
agrees to marry her, only to accuse
her of lying seconds later, as a group
of girls, wards of Major-General
Stanley, appear.
One of the wards, Mabel
(Elizabeth Ward), takes an interest in
Fredrick, as does he in her. The stilllingering pirates seize the others and
plan for immediate marriages when
Stanley arrives. Stanley (Cameron
Henley) proudly enters with one of
the funniest songs of the show "I Am
the Model of a Modern MajorGeneral." Convincing them that
without the girls he is an orphan (one
thing pirates can't take advantage of)
the females are all released.
With the passing of days
Stanley's conscience bothers him for
his lie, and he is comforted by his
wards and Fredrick's plan for the
pirate's capture.
Meanwhile, the Pirate King
(Mark Nicholson) and Ruth have a
plan to return Fredrick to the band.
They have discovered that having
been born on February 29 he is really
only 5 years old, and his apprenticeship

SENIOR PORTRAITS

A return to those jolly days of yesteryear when pirates
ruled the high seas awaits those who attend The Pirates o
Penzance
med well, but 1 must say that atk
Elizabeth Ward as Mabel and Diane
has 16 birthdays to go. His "strong
other time does the place come him
Younger
as
Ruth
"should
be
com
sense of duty" returns him to his
plimented. Their singing is beautiful,
but many times they were over
powered by the orchestra.
More overall sound from the
stage would have made the ingenious
lyrics of Gilbert and Sullivan under
standable.

band of pirates, and he tells them of
the trick played on them by Stanley.
Consequently, he is seized.
The ending, even though predic
table, shouldn't be revealed, but I will
tell you Gilbert and Sullivan believe
in the "happily-ever-after" storyline.
Excellent performances from

The principle players all perfor-

Review by Dean Starnes

The "Sailor man's"sinking ship :
Feiffer tried to achieve with his
screenplay. As a result, children are
bored. In fact, Altman's mushy
directing,
Williams'
mumbled
caricature,
and
Nilsson's
monotonous music tend to make the
film boring for adults as well.

Popeye
Directed by Robert Altman

NOV. 30th - DEC. 4th

Jules Feiffer had a very interesting conception of how Popeye
the cartoon should be brought to the
screen. So did Robert Altman. So did
Robin Williams, who plays him. And
Harry Nilsson, who wrote the songs
that were to be used, did also.

9:00 to 5:00
UC THEATRE

It's too bad that all of these dif
ferent approaches are attempted in
Altman's film, Popeye, without any
of them standing out as the primary
thrust. The result is a movie that
doesn't quite know what it is sup
posed to be, who it is supposed to
play to, or what it's doing.
Popeye is supposedly
a
children's movie, yet it is rather dull,
void of action, and talky, not at all
the comic-strip, lively concept that

will be taken

What could have been a bright
movie opening (the residents of
Sweethaven greeting the new day) is
made laboriously lackluster by the
dubious
opening
song,
"Sweethaven."
After this cheery
start, the jokes creep along thickly
and slowly as Popeye comes drifting
into town, looking for lodging. He
finds it at the Oyl home, much to the
distaste of Olive (Shelly Duvall, who
did a very good job of creating Olive
Oyl on the screen).
Popeye doesn't go over well in
the town, expecially with Olive's
fiance, Bluto (Paul Smith!.
She

University Boole Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

MEET THE NEW
PROBLEM-SOLVERS
FROM HP.

LIVING GROUP
PICTURES
1i

NOV. 30th - DEC. 4th
See your
head resident for details.

alive than when the chorus is«
stage. Their spirit and energy greaik
lift the show.
The show is enjoyable,
you haven't seen it you should.
Shows are tonight and Saturday
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. Tickd
can be purchased by calling the In The Cars' :
office at 946-2289.
lip, is out. Car
i i up by this one.
1 itheCars have gone ol
The Cars are a pop
Isimple. All their son
11,Move, and party .
deep to
really is no need.
The lyrics are qu
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Were.
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Nilsson's remarkably
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He's Large," "I'm
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Robin Williams and SheM
both do a good job of w" $
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ferent from his comedian i

Both the HP-11C and HP-12C offer you a
wide range of functions to help you solve
your problems quickly and easily. Plus pro
gramming and storage capability all in a
portable, slim-line design.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

(no Mork here). He wou ,,w
a funnier Popeye, thoug ' e( if'
played him as Mork, no
propriate this would have
This review may b® oH.
save some of you. But
seen Popeye yet, don't
p
probably be an ASUy . ji
year, and even then f
worth your money.
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TV the target of 'Rocky Horror' sequel
He/

Rv
rnnanho
By Tnm
Tom Grenache
Staff Writer

Backdropped by photographs of Jessica Harper and Cliff De
Young, the cast of "Shock Treatment" takes center stage in
a strange television show.

Shock Treatment is the title of
the Richard O'Brien-Jim Sharman follow-up to their own Rocky
Horror Picture Show.
The $5 million film was shot
in London, late last year, minus
the three stars of the first film.
For those not in the know,
Rocky Horror Picture Show was a
musical mixture of 30's horror and
50's rock'n'roll, in which nerds
Brad and Janet are taken prisoner
in the castle of transvestite Dr.
Frank N. Furter. Brad and Janet
subsequently face sexual corrup
tion at the hands of Furter and his
sidekicks Riff-Raff, Magenta, and
Columbia.
Although much of the cast
returns, don't go expecting Rocky
Horror II.
The now-married Brad (Cliff
DeYoung) and Janet (Jessica Har
per) live in Denton, USA, which
has its own huge TV studio. Brad
and Janet become guests on
"Marriage Maze," a .game show
hosted by Bert Schnick (Barry
Humphries).
The couple becomes trapped
in a world of bizarre game shows,
medical series and soap operas.
Meanwhile, Brad's evil brother
(also Cliff DeYoung), owner of the
studio, has Brad committed,

1

-.1

r

«

leaving Janet free to become a TV
superstar.

While in Dentonvale, Den
ton's rest home, Brad falls into the
clutches of a brother and sister
"doctor" team:
Cosmo and
Nation McKinley (Richard "RiffRaff" O'Brien and Patricia
"Magenta" Quinn). Joining them
in their deeds is Nurse Ansalong
(Nell "Columbia" Campbell).
Also from Rocky Horror is
Charles "The Criminologist"
Gray as Judge Oliver Wright, talk
show moderator.
Fifteen new songs are featured
in Shock Treatment.
The original Brad and Janet,
Barry Bostwick and Susan Sarandon were asked to return, but were
not used because of previous
engagements and overly large
salarly demands, respectively.
Although Dr. Frank N. Furter
was not brought back, Tim Curry
was offered the dual role of Brad
and his brother Farley Flavors.
Curry passed the role because of
the required American accent.
Shock Treatment will be rated
PG, and released through Twen
tieth Century Fox.
According to O'Brien it's
not "...a sequel or a prequel. It's
an equal."
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DlSCussion by Frank

The Cars travel rough road with new release
Shake it up
The Cars
Elektra

them together was sheer art. The
music, written by Rick Ocasek, could
for the first time be called "new
wave" without starting any argu
ments.
The very best lyrical work was
done on Panorama. Classic lines like
'I want to shake like Liguardia'; 'I'm
flying like a cement kite'; and 'I
don't want to be your party doll'
filled this album. Panorama is so
solid that at least four songs could tie
for best song. One more time a
foretelling of future work was found
on the album. This time it was the
song "You Wear Those Eyes".

* * ic

The Cars' fourth album, Shake
Up, is out. Cars' fans may be
shook up by this one. Could it be
that the Cars have gone off the track?
The Cars are a pop band, pure
nd simple. All their songs are about
(iris, love, and partying. The lyrics
lave nothing deep to say because
PI [| fere really is no need.
I "r
The lyrics are quick, catchy
sayings—things you can sing in class
keep you awake and your
iinAex
The music is
lwuvi of
vi the ® professors annoyed.
bating her r°» simple but lively enough for people to
and forth W*19 jump up and down and get crazy to.
ru Ncl
other events anf Since the emergence of the Cars there
Probably has not been a party tape
creates
nade without a Cars song on it
>und.
iJer at
somewhere.
What makes the Cars so
opment h
ucessful, as compared to other pop
abandoned.. l®nds who die an early death, such
[van w.
in
is Boston, is that Rick Ocasek writes
n . EL i^gs which use the whole band, not
oed hy
h(l ft one instrument. The Cars' music
2*1is the s®
y be described as a wall of sound.
uses all five
long*'05'
band members' inWaist"0'0 Jfoments at all times, plus plenty of
ran
. . a vetf •„
M-up vocals.
All this sound blending together
es the listener more to concentrate
later
up i°.a I (A 111 than just a loud guitar solo.
, *r»Ps
Oooo
The Cars' self-titled first album
^*een
f the boundaries for Cars music:
s{
wh° .iJi
"•"Pie, catchy, fun songs with a wall
ma0
f sound. Every Cars album since has
0 inside these boundaries, int4We^W ing
'ifg the new Shake It Up. So the
ovef^fi* Carss
t are still on the right track on the
joatK. J&fei Ito pop super-stardom,
ver03 >n fCi
pl .
i But though the L P stays inside
'
ib^iy 0"!> ptdaries set by the first album,
• OW
adds
ars "tusic also progresses; the songs
Wjtever all the same. Producer for
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J^BLING MPA. Study and work in three
el» of government in three key cities and
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Gordon Spielberg photo

all four albums, Roy Thomas Baker,
is always adding new sounds, and this
inventiveness keeps the Cars' wall of
sound ever changing.
The first album, The Cars, was
the most straightforward pop album
made by this group. It used simple
bar-chord guitar licks to sell the
songs. With catchy songs like "Just
What I Needed," "Don't Cha Stop,"
and "You're All I've Got Tonight."
The Cars was a smash hit. But the
songs "I'm in Touch With Your
World" and "Moving In Stereo"
showed what might be coming in later
albums.
The second album, Candy-O,
was just what those two songs
foretold. The music slowed down a
bit and became more deliberate. The

CLAIflnED
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Richard O Brien and Patricia Quinn, who wete brother and
sister in "The Rocky Horror Picture Show," are again strange
siblings, Cosmo and Nation McKinley, the head quacks of a
bizarre sanitarium, in an outrageous new musical from the
'Rocky Horror" creators.

SSJLCampus Ext. 2281.
'•*1 a ki«.» , .

J
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Make money in college, openings avaiable for
campus residents to sell top name audio and
video components. Low cost, high profits.
Write for complete information to Southern
Electronic Distributors. 2125 Mountain In
dustrial Blvd., Tucker. Georgia 30084 or call
Trrll Ree 1-800-241-6270 Ask for Mr. Eads.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
American, foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job
or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. B-17 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 93862 Hinnint-Huuiuaoanac

GYMNASTS, WRESTLERS, SURFERS,
SWIMMERS, AND WATER POLO ATHi PTES will be needed as Actor extr&s in &
Major Hollywood film to be shot in Santa Cruz
and vicinity. Call 408-722-7761.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, and TRUCKS
available. Many sell under $200! Call 312-7421143 Ext. 8121 for information on how to pur
chase.

Alph Kappa Lambda Fraternity needs 2 lunch
hashers. Working hours are from 11-1. Salary
mo-old, pet- is all meals paid plus a $20 bonus per month.

'ibie cat-seeker. Call Joan at

op-t019.

ask for Tom.

bar chords were replaced by precise
strumming and picking, and the
keyboards started to come more into
view.
Songs were still catchy, such as
"Let's Go" and "Since I Held You."
The Lyrics began to become more
vague, for example from "Double
Life": 'You keep your lovers in a
penny jar'; and from "You Can't
hold On Too Long": 'you'd like to
move in colors, you don't know
which one.' Again, a foretelling of
what was to come was the song
"Shoo Be Doo."
The best Cars album came next,
titled Panorama. The wall of sound
music was at its peak in this one. The
actual notes were still simple, but the
way Roy Thomas Baker cemented

Bring on Shake It Up. This
album slows down considerably, with
the songs seeming to take longer to
end. That is the main reason for
Shake It Up being the worst Cars
album yet. The music is beginning to
space out, and the lyrics are becoming
a little too weird to understand.
"Since You're Gone" is one of
the three good songs on the album.
"Shake It Up" is the single. Com
pared to the first Cars single "Best
Friend's Girl", "Shake It Up" is dif
ferent only in the fact that the guitar
is toned down and the organ is
brought up a little more. But this
does prove that the Cars are still
basically the same group that started
in 1978.
"I'm not the One" is a real pret
ty tune, while "Victim of Love" tries
for prettiness, but fails mostly]
because it is too long. There are a
couple other songs which would
benefit by being cut back a bit, in-;
eluding "This Could Be Love". The
lengthy songs greatly contribute to
the slow feeling.
The best song on Shake It Up is
"A Dream Away". The wall of
sound is very good on this tune. It is
a hypnotic number which asks the

The Pacifican is looking
for a few good people

I

Earn MONEY and possible CREDIT
for calling on advertisers
APPLICATIONS and INFORMATION
are available in the

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE
3rd floor Knoles Hall
or

THE PACIFICAN
ask for Greg Goldman

Shake It Up is an average album
by the Cars. But with three great
albums already behind them, one
average album will not slow their
speed much at all. What are they
speeding to? The answer is pop superstardom. and it is comins.

ADD SOME CULINARY CREATIVITY
TO THAT BOOKSHELF OF YOURS...
ALL IN THE KITCHEN is a gourmet kitchen shop
here in Stockton that is packed with all sorts of kitchen
items...cuisinarts, knives, linens, baskets, gadgets...
Now is the perfect time for a study break...and to start
that Christmas shopping list of yours. .ALL IN THE
KITCHEN is the place to come!
NANCY STRAIN
(209) 951-6933

COOKWARE • COOKING CLASSES . COOKBOOKS
APRONS . GADGETS • GIFT WRAPPING

333 LINCOLN CENTER
STOCKTON, CA 95207

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.
PREPARE FOR:

Join The Pacifican
[Advertising Sales Force

(946-2114)

question 'why not just dream up a
good life, if you don't like the one
you have now?'
The most en
couraging thing about "A Dream
Away" is that this is probably the
song which foretells the nature of
future Cars' music.

MCAT- DAT- LSAT 1
GRE - GRE PSYCH - GRE BIO * GMAT
PCAT - OCAT * VAT * MAT • SAT • CPA
TOEFL' NISKP • NATL MED BOARDS - VQE
ECFMG' FLEX - NATL DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Stattfl&y-H.
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
Complete TEST-n-TAPEsm facilities for review of
class lessons and suDolementarv materials.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 85 centers.

SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763
1 Security Pacific PI. 94108

BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
64 Shattuck Square 94704

PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
499 Hamilton Ave. 94301

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
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SPORTS
Karen's Comments

Tiger football on way to Hawaii, say aloha to 81
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Held hockey better than record
Women's field hockey's 9-10-2 record could be
deceiving as to just what kind of a season the team really had.
First of all, the team had a tougher schedule than years
past, playing 21 games this year versus last year's 15.
In their first 12 games the Lady Tigers were 9-3, com
piling more wins than in past years (last year 5).
The previous school record for most goals in a season
was 16. This year they tallied up 27, getting 16 in their first
11 games.
Larryl Beiles broke Jill Moore's record for most in
dividual goals, putting in eight versus Moore's six.
In addition, the team appeared more balanced this year
with nine scoring players instead of last year's five.
Defensively, when the team was off to its 9-3 start,
goalie Megan Brick was only allowing opponents an average
of one goal per game.
The team finished 1-4 in league (their first league win in
two years), and the win came against defending league
champs, Chico State.
The Lady Tigers also managed to go 1-1-1 with Stanford
this year; in previous years they had always lost to the Car
dinals.
Though the team lost some momentum in the second
half of their season, they were off to the best start of their
five-year existence. Each year they have showed progress,
and possibly the near future might find them with a berth in
the NCAA playoffs.

Tiger football, 4-6, 2-3 in league,
will close out their 1981 season
tomorrow when they face the pre
viously nationally ranked University
of Hawaii Rainbow Warriors, at
7:30 p.m. (Hawaii time)/9:30 p.m.
(Pacific time).
The Rainbow Warriors, now
7-1 overall and 5-1 in conference,
(Western Athletic Conference), suf
fered their only loss last week, 13-3,
at the hands of Brigham Young. Last
week prior to the loss, Hawaii had
been ranked 17th nationally by AP.
The Hawaii defense held the ex
plosive Brigham Young offense
almost 100 yards below its season
total offense average, and kept AllAmerican quarterback Jim McMahon from throwing a touchdown
pass.
The Rainbow Warriors' offense,
its strength primarily coming from
the run, is built around the versatile
senior tailback Gary Allen. Allen is
their leading rusher and receiver, and
gets help from senior fullback David
Toloumu and junior tailback An
thony Edgar.
Allen is Hawaii's career leading
rusher with over 3,000 yards, and is
eight receptions away from Hawaii's
career reception mark of 79.
Before losing to BYU, Hawaii
had the nation's second-longest win
ning streak with 11 games (also a
Hawaii school record). With BYU 51 also, and Utah 6-0-1, Hawaii's

His career average, 40.5 k,
surge
was
inside
chances of winning the conference defensive
record holder Les Fields, but u ,,'
linebacker Kirk Harmon, earning hoping to break that on Saturn! 1
and going to the Holiday Bowl are
PCAA and Northen Cahfornw
minimal.
Miller is also on the threli
Defensive Player of the week honors.
For a better part of the year,
setting a Pacific passing ma°
Rainbow placekicker Lee Larson has
"Our biggest goal this week will career completion percentage
been among the nation's leaders in
be to end on a winning note, said old career mark is .535, set h £'
field goals.
,
Toledo.
"A win would give us some Ottoson, and Miller is current)
The Hawaii defense that restric
momentum
in recruiting and in spring
ted BYU features a good blend of
practice.
youth and experience with five senior
Freshman Kurt Heinrich
starters
and
four
fresh
only four more receptions
"I liken the game to a golfer on
men/sophomores on first string.
the 18th hole. If you hit the ball on sophomore Kirby Warren's frPcu
"It will take a great effort to
the green near the pin, it makes you record catches.
beat them," says Head Tiger Coach
Senior tight end Paul Schr
want to come back," adds Toledo.
Bob Toledo of this week's game.
had his best game of the year J.
Last week the Tigers made a
"They're a very talented team. We'll
San Jose, earning himself off!
fourth quarter comeback, trailing 33play hard and loose.
player of the week honors. Schr
7, but it wasn't enough, and they lost
"They have great tailbacks that
40-25 to San Jose State, who con had five catches for a team '
run the sweep well, and they're
high of 105 yards. He also made
trolled a better part of the game.
'sprint out' quarterback-oriented,"
touchdown, which was a 60-i
he continues. "We have to contain
"They're the best football team
pass-run, his second 50-yard p)Us
their quarterback and stop their
this year.
we've played all year," said Toledo,
tailback. If we can do that, then we "and clearly, they're the best football
have a good chance."
Another long pass-run that led
team in the conference."
As far as Pacific's offense,
The victory gave San Jose a bid a fourth quarter score measured
Toledo sees controlling the line of
in the inaugural California Bowl, to yards, and was made by sophoi
scrimmage, and protecting the passer
fullback Bill Wolsky.
be held in December.
as essential.
Defensively, sophomore h
"It was obvious that they [San
"They have a stunting, gambling Jose] dominated the game," Toledo safety Kevin Greene got his f,
defense," comments Toledo.
continued. "At times we lost our career interception against SJSU, at
Last year Pacific built up a 14-3
poise and didn't adjust to situations tallied up 13 tackles (10 unassisted)
halftime lead, but Hawaii came back
earn defensive player of the
to win 25-14. UOP built the 11-point and do the things we're capable of, honors.
margin with Stan Shibata's 40-yard
but I was happy because we played
Freshman defensive back
intercepted fumble return and Gary
hard and didn't give up."
Lane
picked up three tackles on kj
Blackwell's 73-yard touchdown run.
Against San Jose State, senior
The Tigers had three fumbles quarterback/punter Harley Miller teams and special teams honors,
Tomorrow's game can be heart
within their own 30-yard line in the
booted two punts over 50 yards,
live locally on KJOY 1280 AM radio
third quarter to give the game away.
giving him 19 for his career, while The broadcast will begin at 8:45 p,
The UOP defense held Hawaii to only
with the Bob Toledo Show.
breaking the previous record of 17.
233 yards total offense. Leading the

Water polo competes at PCAA
tournament this weekend
By Brian Ladd
Staff Writer

UNLV comes into PCAA
The PCAA announced last week that the independent University of
Nevada at Las Vegas will be joining the conference. The decision is ef
fective immediately, and UNLV will participate in spring's conference
championships (wrestling, swimming, tennis, golf) and will be eligible
for conference championships in football and basketball in the 1982-83
academic year.
The response to the Rebels joining the PCAA has been one of mixed
emotions.
First of all, UNLV football is first in the nation in passing, second in
total offense, and averages 42 passes a game. A s UOP Coach Bob
Toledo said, "This will be the passingest conference."
In 1977, the Rebels basketball team went to the final four, and
finished third in the NCAA playoffs.
Many see the advantage of the name that UNLV will bring to the
league, one of respect for successful, competitive programs. Also, they
bring a regional game into conference action and considerably expand
the media market.
However, many see the other side of the coin. The Rebels might
bring an unwanted dominance in the league, specifically in basketball.
As Pacific basketball coach Dich Fichtner said, "Teams in a conference
should have similarities. There are no similarities between UOP and
UNLV, academically or athletically. No similarities at all." PCAA
coaches are concerned with the uncomparable resources (primarily
financial) that UNLV has in comparison with existing PCAA schools.
Was UNLV's joining the PCAA the right choice? We'll soon see.
The addition of UNLV brings the total number of conference bas
ket ball schools to nine, and football to seven.

UOP goalie Mike Ennis makes one of his many great saves in a
recent water polo match.

Despite last Friday's storm, the
UOP water polo team pulled off a
convincing 10-5 upset victory over the
Air Force Academy.
Air Force, who replaced the
Tigers in the latest NCAA poll as the
number ten team in the nation, could
not manage to mount any type of of
fensive attack and were totally out
played by the Tiger poloists.
The tigers, now 13-11-1 on the
season, jumped out to a 6-0 half-time
lead, and never looked back.
Freshman Carl Gunn led the
Tigers with five goals. Team leading
scorer of the season, Drew Henry,
had two goals, while Mike Haley,
Dan Hollingsworth, and Ron Rober
tson added one goal each.
The poloists were backed up by
the brilliant defensive play of
sophomore goalie Mike Ennis. Ennis
blocked eleven shots-on-goal for an
average of 62 percent for the day.
On a dimmer note, the poloists'
hopes of receiving an NCAA Tour
nament bid was greatly hampered last
Saturday when they were defeated by
the sixth rated California Bears 7-2.
The Tigers, apparently mentally
and physically down after the
Berkeley loss, then played the UC
Davis Aggies and lost a one-sided
13-6 decision. The Tigers were sup
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posed to defeat the Aggies handi
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Men's BB hit the road after disappointing debut
The UOP men's basketball team
debuted Wednesday night in an
exhibition game against Simon Fraser
University of Canada. The Tigers
lost 72-61.
"We obviously didn't play
well," said Head Coach Dick Ficht
ner. "I was disappointed but not
discouraged. Now we know what we
have to work on."
Leading scorers for Pacific were
Matt Waldron and Jeff Andrade
with 18 each.

WBBm
Sophomore Jeff Andrade goes up for two against a Simon
Fraser opponent Wednesday night.

In the annual PCAA Basketball
Media Day, held this year at UOP,
the basketball sportswriters made
their pre-season predictions on the
conference race: 1) UC Irvine; 2)
Fresno State; 3) Long Beach State; 4)
San Jose State; 5) Cal State Fullerton;
6) Utah State; 7) UC Santa Barbara;
and 8) UOP.
Despite Pacific's eighth-place
pick, Fichtner isn't concerned.
"The fact that we were picked
last by the media is no big concern to
me," said Fichtner. "There's only
one way to go, and that's up. This
way there's no pressure. The media
has been inaccurate in the past, and
it's very likely that we'll finish
higher," he adds.
In 1978-79, UOP was picked by
the media to finish in the bottom
three. That same year the Tigers were
the first PCAA team to win both
regular conference action and post
season tournament which got them a
bid to the NCAA playoffs.
"It's like having a monkey on

your back if you're picked to finish
first," said Fichtner. "Our confer
ence is so well-balanced that there's
really no way the sportswriters can
pick how teams will finish."
And how does UOP fit into this
balance?
Fichtner states that the team's
goals in 1981-82 are the "same as
always;" win conference play, win
the post-season tournament and go to
the NCAA's.
"I hope pur program will always
be in a position to win and compete,"
added Fichtner.
Fichtner believes that "overall
team quickness is better this season
than in the last few years."
"The players are in-better con
dition and their overall endurance is
good," he admits.
This season the Tigers will be
missing graduate Ron Cornelius.
Cornelius holds UOP's and the
PCAA's all-career scoring records; is
UOP's fourth all-time rebounder;
and the PCAA's first all-time
rebounder.
Because of Cornelius' talent, the
team had centered around him,
making it easy for other teams to
defend Pacific by stacking defense to
stop Cornelius. This year though,
Fichtner Believes the team is more
balanced, knd opposing teams won't
be able (•'single out any one player.
"Vfe have a good balance and
can expect double-figure scoring
from more positions this year,
probably four," said Fichtner.
He also sees his team as being

"much improved, defensively"
because of the extra emphasis that he
has put on defense.
"You score with offense, but
win with defense," he said.
Weaknesses right now for
Pacific stem from injuries. Three
Tigers (Ralph Scozzafava, Rich
Anema, Rick Paulsen) are out rieht
now with knee injuries.
"Because of the injuries it has
really cut into our depth," said
Fichtner. "All of the people hurt
would have played well for us."
Another obstacle for UOP to
overcome, Fichtner believes, will be
that they're "not a real big team as
tar as Division I teams go," with
height averaging 6'7", and "we don't
have a dominant big man inside."
Just how Pacific stacks
to
ib
befounTout
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Volleyers clench third NorCal title
By Dan Sousa
Staff Writer

H'tes at PCAA
weekend
Au*

rear h» a
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Senior All-American Jayne Gibson slams one past an
opponent in Wendy's classic.

Soccer looks for promising future

•l the Aggies
d beaten the Ait
By Heather Sayles
day before, after
Staff Writer
earlier on Friday
y. The Tigers
The UOP soccer team, despite a
feated the Aggie disappointing win/loss record of four

assistant coach.
It was in the last two games
against Stanislaus and St. Mary's that
freshman starter Pat Noyes proved
his offensive abilities by scoring one
KOfC.
ins, 13 losses and one tie, is making goal against Stanislaus and two goals
jghi «e could
name for itself as a team with against St. Mary's.
iay'1 win over II
ential.
Another freshman standout is
e couldn't get ours
With-the addition of six starting
Bruce Scarcia, who led the team in
heirgfl freshmen and one sophomore recruit, assists.
"Bruce was always a solid
explained iflUOP held back teams who in the past
efeated UOP teams by wide player," Dilwood believes.
Freshman Steve Lombardo
en' margins. UOP has not lost a game
moved into the starting goalkeeper
fof ( PCAA I® this season by more than three points,
a\ and Sat* 'with the exception of Stanford's position, replacing senior John
hdd
Wellsandt. "I had an opportunity to
to
Pool, match.
moni I
play half a game and it was probably
fifth ill *1 After an intense recruiting
n arc
ilaceli Program, UOP picked up some my best game," said Lombardo. It
ong freshmen players from win- was good enough for Spaulding to
secom
make him starting goalie.
first it' ling high school teams and also chose
Midway through the season
(itii
P#
ophomore
transfer
Dalton
Duval
to
and *•
UOP
lost one of its strongest players,
mked t«® "i °in veteran starters Theo Bennett,
J.J. Grimes, due to a knee injury.
,
J.J.
Grimes
and
Dale
fourth
Odell,
His absence was a set-back, but
Easter.
allowed other players to display their
Beginning the season with a 2-0
oss to UC Davis, UOP lost four
skills.
|K earn
"Losing J.J. hurt the team, but
and tied Fresno Pacific before
it allowed Dale Easter to play out his
®ming
away
with
a
6-0
victory
over
p|ay
senior year and helped us find out
the1o# Sonoma State. "That was the turabout people like Bruce Fisher," said
"•"g point for the team. After that
Dilwood.
*8knew we could win," said Duval.
the <*
Fisher, a freshman newcomer,
The UOP team held back former
^ * 4 jamber-one ranked USF, losing by a
was not a starter but played well when
fers into *
called in to some crucial games.
•'decision. Last year USF defeated
Fisher scored a goal against Humbolt
'OP 9-1. UOP won against Laverne
and was awarded most improved
theo
before losing three more games,
player at the close of this season.
iowever, making a comeback to
Two veterans from last season
JraP up the season, UOP beat
who proved indispensable to the team
Stanislaus 4-2 and St. Mary's 4-1 in
tv«-time.
were Theo Bennett, most valuable
"Our win/loss record was better • player last season, and team captain
Greg Odell. Bennet, playing sweeper,
year, but the games were closer
was the backbone of the defense.
year," said Bruce Spaulding,
Bennett is the recipient of the coach's
'soccer coach.
award, and award given by the coach
The coaching staff is hoping to
to recognize a member who the
Prove
the
offense
of
the
team
and
goiPl1"
players couldn't have done without.
"Fi L'ooking for offensive recruits.
An important part'of this year's
e didn't have an offense until the
r.-htfl*'
team
was Dalton Duval, top ten alltwo games. Next year we'll have
league
scorer and voted most valuable
8ood offense," said Dave Dilwood,
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UOP wrapped up its third
straight NorCal volleyball title and
then lost an exciting five-game match
to top-ranked Hawaii in the finals of
the Third Annual Wendy's Classic.
The fourth-ranked Tigers (22-11)
will play their final home match
tomorrow night against ninth-ranked
UC Santa Barbara (22-10). Thematch
will get underway at 7:30 p.m. in the
Spanos Center. UOP finished their
league schedule last night in Berkely
against Cal. Win or lose, the Tigers
are the 1981 NorCal champs .
"The match against UC Santa
Barbara is important because it is our
last match before the NCAA seeds
for the post-season tourney," said
Head Coach Terry Liskevych.
The format, culminating in a
four-team championship final at
UCLA's Pauley Pavillion, is similar
to the NCAA basketball champion
ships. Twenty-four teams will be
selected to play by a national selec
tion committee. The Tigers will
probably draw a bye in the first
round, and then play in a regional
tourney in either Chicago or
Tuscalosa, Alabama.
"Right now we may be seeded
anywhere from third to ninth," said
Liskevych.
Last weekend Pacific fell to
Hawaii 2-15, 12-15, 15-2, 15-5 and 915 in the emotional Wendy's cham
pionship game in front of 4,600 fans
at the Spanos Center.
UCLA
defeated injury-riddled USC in the
consolation game, 4-15, 15-6, 15-6
and 15-9.
"We were intimidated by their
[Hawaii's] blocking," commented

'JS?,
1*- i id
"I'c'fjf

Liskevych on UOP's first loss in three
years of Wendy's play.
Leading the Rainbows blocking
was 5'11" sophomore Deitre Collins,
who had six block assists to go along
with her incredible 30 kills. Collins
had 58 kills in the tournament and
was named the MVP.
"Collins is the best middle hitter
in college," said Liskevych.
Hawaii dominated game one and
it looked like a Rainbow sweep after
UOP squandered a five-point lead in
game two.
"That was the match when we
blew that lead in game two," com
mented Liskevych.
The Tigers woke up, and behind
some excellent serving, blew Hawaii
out 15-2 in game three. Jayne Gib
son, who had 24 kills on the night, led
UOP to victory in game four to set up
the fifth game showdown.
Rainbow Coach Dave Shoji, sen
sing his team falling apart under the
pressure of the vocal UOP crowd,
took his team off the floor and into

and 6'1I" sophomore Jeff
^drade' and 6'1" sophomore John
o'
^'denheimer. "We'll try to keep
em fresh by rotating those three in
rd out. When Ralph's back we 11
ve
.?Ve the advantage of his outside
\
1 oli
hooting."
^ Other Tigers included 6'7
yPhomore reserve forward Graham
rfi1
««5*0r» who Fichtner says has been
Paying very well. He played parrf0?,
Narly wen in the Simon Fraser
He's shown great im
i
minent on his shooting."
uj W ¥
i, freshman 6'8" forward, wc"
M
underwent knee surgery and
At
>,*fully be back by conferen
action," according to Fichtner,
rot
I g noted, "Prior to his surgery h
een playing very well
Is' tf».L
ft,
^man. He's sure to make a great
Wj ^tion to the program.
^ [ V f 4 L,.freshman 6 ' 3 " guard M » "
a non-scholarship a£let
1,1 CIF 1-A champs Santa Clara

A

player this season, Duval made the
largest percentage of goals for Pacific
this season but credits fellow players
in aiding his success: "Because I
made the goals people might see my
name a little more, but they don't see
the four guys that help get the ball"to
me in the first place," said Duval.
The team has begun to work
together as a unit, as the last two
games, scores show. There has also
been an attitude change among the
new players.
"The freshmen players had an
adjustment to make. They had all
been stars on winning teams. In
college ball everybody's a star," said
Dilwood.
"At the beginning of the season
the attitude was good, then it went
bad when we started losing. Now it's
getting good again," commented
Duval. "Now what the team needs is
to mature, as far as discipline goes,"
he added.
The team is hoping for a good
recruiting season. They're looking
for talented and experienced players
to continue with the improvements
already being made with the team.
"This is going to be a big recruiting
year. The guys on the team this year
are going to have to work hard to
make the team next year," said
Duval.
"We have to get guys with the
basic skills down. We can't just go
out and practice little kid stuff that
we should already know," he con
tinued.
The general feeling of the soccer
coaches and players is one of op
timism for the future.

Hawaii's Deitre Collins (pictured above)
was Wendy's Classic MVP. She led the

Baseball
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NCAA Top Ten

1. Hawaii
2. San Diego State
3. San Luis Obispo
4. UOP
5. Stanford
6. BYU
7. UCLA
8. USC
9. UCSB
10. Arizona

32-1
30-4
36-8
22-11
29-13
31-8
28-9
22-8
22-10
20-15

Rainbows blocking as they edged UOP
for the Wendy's Classic Title.

wraps winter action

By Paul Vakay
Staff Writer

UOP's Tiger I and Tiger II
finished first and second, respec
tively, as local winter league action
concluded last weekend.
Even though rain cancelled the
final outing for both teams, the 14-4
record of Tiger 1 was by far the best
in the league. The runners-up, Tiger
II, posted an 11-7 record.
Outstanding
offensive
achievements for the season were
noted by two top recruits. Junior
college transfers Pat MacFarlane and
Vic Madden combined to lead the
Tigers in the majority of offensive
categories.
MacFarlane led the team in bat
ting average at .431. He also led in
hits, 22; and fewest strikeouts, 1.
Madden led UOP in runs scored,
17; home runs, 3; total bases, 38; and
RBI's, 22.
Pitching was described by Head
Coach John Picone as "adequate."
Although Greg Unger, Mark Cipres

and Ron DuHamel showed signs of
brilliance, control problems led to in
consistency.
Even though an average of three
errors a game led to a low fielding
average, Picone was generally pleased
with his players.
"I'm very impressed with the
overall attitude and aggressive ap
proach that was exhibited by our
players in the fall program," Picone
said.
Being a first-year head coach,
Picone realizes a successful fall
program is vital for a winning season.
He feels winter league "established
firm foundations for pursuit of the
league championship."
The UOP baseball team is
looking for a prospective manager(s).
No baseball experience is necessary
and scholarship money is available.
Contact John Picone for more in
formation at 946-2472.

Rod Laver
Tickets are still on sale for
today's tennis exhibition featuring
Australian great Rod Laver.
The event, scheduled for the
Spanos Center, will begin with a
6:30 p.m. match involving the
UOP tennis team in doubles com
petition.
Laver, among the greastest
tennis players in the history of the
sport, will oppose two Northern
California tennis pros.
The event is being organized
to raise funds for the UOP tennis
program. Tickets are priced from
$1.50 to $10, and group discounts
are available. Reservations can be
made by contacting the UOP
Athletic Ticket Office at 946-2474.

1982 GRADS
APPLY NOW

EMPLOYMENT
U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

High i^Oxnard,

college guard "I'm glad to have him
commented Fichtin the program
ner.
In 1981-82 the Tigers will be able
to practice where they play, and for
the first time in 20 years of UOP
basketball, "there will be an opportunitv to get students involved.
"The new Spanos Center will be
a great home court advantage," adds
Firhtner ' 'With the student cheering
section it will insoire the Dlavers."
The Tigers' former home, the
Stockton Civic Auditorium, affec
tionately known as "The Pit," saw
Sic win 192 of 226 games, in
cluding a record 45 consecutive
triumphs. Fichtner sees added fans
(especially students) at the Spanos
Center, which seats 3,009 more fans
than the Civic, will be even more of a
home court advantatge.

The Tigers triumphed in the heartstopper 6-15, 15-12, 15-13, 9-15, and
15-9.
Both teams continued for 164
kills in the two-and-half hour
marathon. Gibson (17) and freshmen
Robin Burns (20), Eileen Dempster
(17) and Linda Vaughn (15) led the
Tiger kill barrage. The Tigers, before
last night, were 11-0 in league and
Stanford was 9-2.
The
Tigers
will
take
Thanksgiving off and play their last
match of the season at UCLA on
Dec. 4. The USC game scheduled for
Dec. 5 has been cancelled.

]

basketball (from page 8) —
(01

the locker room between game four
and five. Hawaii emerged and took
care of UOP 15-9 behind some fine
serving of All-American Diane
Sebastian and crucial kills by Collins.
In the opening round, UOP was
victorious over UCLA 8-15, 15-11,
15-9 and 15-10. Hawaii got past USC
11-15,15-7,15-13 and 15-12.
Freshman Jan Saunders was
named to the All-Tourney team along
with Gibson. Sophomore Jody
Schauer didn't make the All-Tourney
team but had a fine weekend with 20
kills.
"Jody has unlimited potential
and is coming along great," said
Liskevych of the 5'10" Walnut Grove
native.
Sophomore Cathy Lumb reinjured her foot and will be out for
the rest of the seasosn. Another
sophomore, Chris Bertsch, is still out
and is questionable for the playoffs.
UOP claimed its third straight
title in league when they beat fifthranked Stanford at home last week.

Just Opening Special
COUPON

Unique professional opportunities for those seniors and graduate
students completing work in:
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Buy One At Regular Price

SAVE 50%

On second of equal or lesser value
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The Yogurt Pump

HOURS

5757 Pacific Ave.
Sherwood Plaza

11 to 10 Mon-Thurs
11 toll Fri & Sat

952-8543

12 to 10 Sun

(By K-Mart)

Computer Science
Economics
Engineering (aero, civil, electric, electronic, mechanical,
nuclear)
Foreign Area Studies
Languages (Russian, Eastern European, Middle Eastern,
Asian)

Mathematics
Photographic Interpretation
All initial assignments are in the Washington, D.C. area. Some
require foreign travel. U.S. Citizenship required. Minimum
processing time is six (6) months. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION
FROM YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE ON CAMPUS.
RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE TO P.O. BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102.
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL BE INTERVIEWED AT AN
EARLY DATE.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Clifford Hand comments on self, university
csxm
as some universities, we have som
leaders in areas, nationally and inter
nationally. Grade: A .

fold:

I feel that I offer leadership but
Poor planning and/or the
the problem is complicated by the
failure to state clearly goals students
fact that some of the followers are
were supposed to accomplish.
not sympathetic to the leadership.
Often, they need to present
You
mentioned
communication
with
This is partly because of the specific
their
material
more interestingly.
issues. But we live in an era that the students; who do you talk to in
Students
don't
want people to be a
despises leadership. There is a good the way of students?
showman, but lack of commitment
deal of suspicion or mistrust of
by a professor was often obvious to
" My information concerning
leadership. Motives are attributed to
the student'.'
student
attitudes
comes
to
me,
of
me which are not my motives at all. I
course,
from
Judy,
Vice-President
of
think that comes as a product of this
If you were a recruiter for UOP, what
mistrust of leadership. 1 don't know Student Life; obviously from Joe
factors would you stress that makes
(Hartley)
of
ASUOP.
I
meet
with
him
if that's my fault, because 1 don't ex
C.O.P. unique from other liberal arts
plain myself clearly. I consider myself weekly. Judy and Joe are the two
colleges?
principle
sources
of
information.
as quite articulate, actually. On the
I'm glad to meet with studentsother hand, 1 have to recognize that
"I think that the word unique is
my message may not always come anybody that wants to see me.''
overused. It's of little value in such
across.
matters. Uniqueness or being dif
It's perhaps better to say that I can Academic Council voted last week for
ferent for difference sake is nearly
a
two
percent
pay
increase
for
merit
communicate with faculty better than
useless. What ought to be stressed in
I can communicate with students and prior inequities. Do you think
C.O.P. is excellence. Excellence at
their
salaries
reflect
those
because I'm so long out of the
UOP
means
access
to
classroom now, and I simply don't capabilities?
facilities—stretching your abilities
have opportunities to meet with
"No, they're underpaid. But the more quickly than you would find at
students. I think I have a good
profession
is underpaid.
The a larger institution. Students who
relationship with the students I meet.
have the will and abilities are given a
profession
is
losing
ground
seriously.
I would say out of all the constituen
chance
here. Our SAT scores aren't
We're not losing ground here, much
cies, I am more effective com
as high as some universities, most
more
than
the
profession
is
losing
municating with students. Grade: C .
students who come here may change
b) Getting this year's policies ap nationally. This is a very serious
more dramatically than someone who
problem
because
,
unless
its
turned
prove t.
enrolls at Stanford.
Test scores
around,
the
more
able
people
will
not
he last committee on Covell
really don't measure quality. Quality
be
attracted
to
the
profession.
It's
College suggested this method of
is measured by the 'Value added'
"Avenue Access," but that hasn't already an acute problem in
idea!'
turned the enrollment around for engineering and business.
What
pleased
me
abdut
that
vote
Covell College~so we needed to
Do you think UOP is over priced?
last Thursday was that the faculty
review it.
voted
for
some
discretionary
in
I was pleased with the way the
"Well, we need to seek ways to
creases by the dean to recognize merit,
accreditation came off.
make
us more efficient.
One
I am often attributed with being and any injustices that might have oc
possibility to reduce tuition, if even
in
the
past
that
they'd
like
to
curred
more interested in money than high
on a small level, while increasing
educational ideas, but they are not correct.
professor's salaries would be to
The
compensation
committee,
at
separate a-- fai as I'm concerned.
reduce the number of professors
least the last two years, has urged
Grade: b "
overall.
The student to teacher ratio
across-the-board
increases."
Relations with students.
last fall was 14:1. The fall it is 13.7:1
'' f he system is not very well set up
and that trend disturbs me. Next
What do you make as Acting Vice
for frequent contact with students.
semester it may be 13:5:1. Of course,
President?
It's a function of the division of labor
we will need to add 2-3 teachers to the
idea and a need for efficiency. I leave
School of Business since that's where
"That
information
is
confidential.
that to Judy [Chambers] and Dean
the need is. But I would like to see
I can't tell you my particular salary."
Barr. I'd have to conduct my classes
less teachers getting better pay.
differently from the way I used to
With 3,800 students here, our
How is it that a teacher performs that
because students have changed and
margin
of error is very slight. We
their expectations have changed. makes him viewed as sub-par at
can't
afford
to lose more than two
UOP?
Grade: B
percent of the student population and
"The way I see it is that poor in
d) Grade faculty.
maintain a balanced budget. In fact,
Winety-nine percent do a terrific struction results when faculty mem
if two of three things happen, we
job—they're conscientious, and bers don't plan effectively. The basis
could
be in serious financial dif
of
the
most
students'
complaints
is
they're concerned as teachers. I feel
ficulties:
that even those that aren't regarded that instructors sometimes come up
First, if we experiance a
as good by the students year in and with new ground rules or surprises.
significant drop in enrollment.
The trouble is that they (faculty per
year out don't fail deliberately.
Second, when we have to pay an
sonnel) suddenly decided they're going
If department chairmen would
unexpected
expense, as we will have
to
do
something
different
and
the
provide leadership, it would help
greatly—even the Vice President is too student feels frustrated. I specifically to do this with a 20 percent increase in
heard this about Winter Term courses the PG&E bill.
removed from the action.
Third, if a donor dies and doesn't
On the other side of research and where they were one-shot deals and
leave
the university a large benefit."
often
experimental.
scholarly excellence, although research
Hand sees problem as being twois not emphasized here as much

IFC (from page 1)
maturely handle yells that are sup
posed to be an aspect of rivalry.
Thus, violence often results.
Though the proposal passed with
unanimous
approval,
much
quarreling
and
disagreement
preceded the vote. Some members
were confused as to the council's
reason for bringing local residents'
complaints forth but not actually
abolishing yells altogether.
In short, some representatives
wondered just where the line will be
drawn.
In a related vote, the IFC
unanimously (14-0) approved a
proposal which will bring an end to
off-campus yells conducted by any
fraternity.
Neighbors of off-campus frater
nities have repeatedly complained
about obscene or excessively loud
yells of the frats or "visitors." Of
ten, packs of fraternity members will
travel to another house and verbally
attack its residents. This act has now
been "outlawed" by the IFC.
Upon initiating his talk with
IFC, Dean Barr commended the
group for the fine leadership they
have demonstrated this year.
"IFC and Panhellenic [the
sororities' governing body] have been
very strong this year," Barr stated.
" This group is really getting a lot of
respect on campus, especially among
members of the administration for
some of the actions taken."
Barr announced that an alcohol
education meeting will be held in
January for the leaders of fraternities
and sororities.

Barr also pointed out an ironic
feature of the policy to the group of
fraternity leaders.
"The funny thing about the
policy," Barr cited, "is that it will
restrict alcohol consumption but will
allow alcohol in areas that it hasn't
been allowed before."
Barr easily and promptly an-

A survey revealed that out of 26
schools, UOP was number one in
crime. Why hasn't more money been
allocated to security here?

" Before I'm willing to commit
more money to security, I've got to be
certain that it will improve Security s
efficiency. Where is the need most
acute? Should there be more foot
patrols? There are questions that
need to be answered, and I'm not
willing to simply throw money at a
problem that will be funded 82 per
cent by tuition.
Chief Askew needs to make a
comprehensive proposal for a budget
request between the preliminary
budget factors on Dec. 8, and the
Regents vote on the budget on May
11th."
Do you think that athletics are place'd
too high on the priority list at UOP?
" The problems with athletics here
are the scale, magnitude and cost.
Athletics here give an external func
tion, of course. It attracts "friends"
to the University and it's very dif
ficult to put a dollar value on that.
But athletics should be held to a cer
tain level. Trips to South Carolina
cost a lot and they're not good for
players. Those plans were made years
ago and costs have changed since
then. There will be a significant
review of athletics at UOP next
year—conditions have changed, and
we must realize that."
Can we compete with the bigger
schools in athletics with our money
and enrollment differential?
"It is amazing to me that our
teams do as well as they do. Our
volleyball team managed to reach 2nd
in the nation and, of course, football
beat South Carolina. We do need a
review, however. I don't know if the
50-60 "super" teams will pull out
(referring to a move some NCAA
teams are attempting to make). I am
opposed to what they're proposing. I
think further commercializing of
college athletics is their aim."
When the WASC team returns in
1986, what added features would you
like to see at UOP?
" I don't want us to lose sight of the
goals of liberal education. We don't

The Pacifican that he will f0uQu,
w
deadline.
, . .
supervisors' wishes.
If the constituent schools do not
"The
timetable
js
meet the Dec. 1 deadline, their un
unreasonable," Hartley said
ing will be cut off on Dee. 18, u
schools have the information- th s
the information is made availa
not a problem," Hartley added. 31
the Board of Supervisors.
In other actions, the board
The constituent schools presently supervisors okayed a resoim,1"
funds
from
receive $60,000 in
recommending that tickets be sold?11
ASUOP, according to ASUOP individual events at the Spanosr '
Business Manager Tim O Neill.
ter, and that the price of the tS"
Hartley defended the super should represent a percentage Co.
visors' vote by noting that the
the event, as well as maintenance
mandate needed some "bite, an
11
construction costs of the center
that "the board of supervisors should
"It seems evident that studmake a decision one way or the other
do not want to be charged an acm""5
on this issue."
f
the-board fee, as with the— 8Sl
Hartley also noted that as ol Health Center and the Student Co^
Q
__r L— 0
Wednesday at 5 p.m., no represen rfee,"
9 9 Supervisor
C u n p r v i c n r Bill ^ «Kochenderfy
tative from any constituent schoo
noted.
had come to him to complain about
"The most equitable fee js
the timetable.
charge students according to th*
Hartley is riot bound by the
usage of the center," Kochend
supervisors' recommendation for a
concluded
Dec. 1 deadline, but Hartley noted to

METZGER (from page written
1)
wasted. There is no need to give any
figures of its failure."
Meador
argued
that
"desegregation programs have been
effective in increasing test scores of
minority students, while not affecting
scores of other students." He added,
"The programs are more than a fac
tor necessary to achieve a quality
academic education. They achieve a
quality social education
for
everybody in this country,"
Before he was cut off and the
debate cancelled, Metzger argued that
the cuts "were devastating elderly
and poor, white people—the people I
represent." He stated, in reference to
the Reagan administration, "I don't
support a small elitist group of white
renegades in this country more than
anyone else."
The debate ended with a pre
want to produce technocrats; we want
our graduates to enter society being
able to handle all aspects of life. Yes,
we definitely want to strengthen the
goals of the liberal arts schools'.'
Have you been misinterpreted by the
students?
" Well, the students don't always
fully understand the reasons for
recommending what I do. It is just an
honest difference of opinion. I saw a
greater good to be gained by
unification of the calendar.

swered the few questions IFC mem
bers posed to him concerning the
policy.
One IFC member queried the
role of campus police at open parties.
Barr explained that "the campus
police will not be present to enforce
the policy. They will only be present
at open parties to control the crowd."
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of the debate. After some brief
plause, the 600, many black, (Jop
students and 50 others filed cak,
out of the Conservatory.
William Barr, dean of students
revealed in an interview with Th
Pacifican last Wednesday the three
things he felt occurred as a result of
the controversial debate.
First, UOP "spent far too
time on the event and it wasn't wortk
it." Second, "having the program
without thoroughly consults
minority students created a lot of un.
necessary tension on the campus,
Black student leaders and some black
staff were understandably very upset
and I think some were afraid,"
Third, "Stockton police were
concerned about Metzger co
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decisions can be made by a co
sus. The Academic Council didn'
agree to anything and should
been able to. That is a weakness:< tk
thai '"
By Steve Johnson
can be corrected. That doesn't
to be a permanent state of affairs
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